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Abstract 
This paper sets out to investigate the way in which two documentaries represent whaling. 
One documentary is by Russia Today, that focuses on the Faroese Pilot Whale Hunt, and 
another made by the British Broadcasting Corporation, with a focus the Arctic and Inuit 
whaling. Working on the question of representation on whaling, the paper explores the role 
colonial history plays in this representation, how the representation of whaling has 
developed and what role it plays in the documentaries, and how the documentaries differ or 
overlap. To perform this investigation, the paper makes use of Stuart Hall’s theory of 
representation. It relates this theory to a thorough research on the development of whaling 
and on a historically focused explanation of Faroese and Inuit colonial heritage, which it then 
nuances by drawing on colonial theory by Rob Nixon and Arturo Escobar. To analyse the 
documentaries, the paper also uses Bill Nichols’ division of modes in filming. Using 
knowledge gathered on whaling, the whalers, and how the documentaries represent them, 
the paper discusses problematic power relations in the documentaries. It does so in relation 
to violence of representation, the deliberate strategies used to represent the practice and 
practitioners, the dichotomy of civilised and uncivilised, and implicit meanings given to the 
whalers which create an unequal power relation between the whalers and the intended 
audience. Drawing on the this discussion, the paper concludes that the documentaries give 
meaning to the practice of whaling by reproducing uneven colonial power relations towards 
the Faroese and Inuit, while using modern whaling perceptions to legitimise this 
reproduction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Dette projekt tager udgangspunkt i en undersøgelse af, hvordan to dokumentarfilm 
fremstiller hvalfangst. De valgte dokumentarer består af en film produceret af Russia Today, 
som har et fokus på færøsk grindefangst, og en film produceret af British Broadcasting 
Corporation, som har fokus på inuit hvalfangst. For at undersøge spørgsmålet omkring 
hvordan dokumentarerne fremstiller hvalfangst, udforsker projektet kolonial historie, 
udviklingen i fremstillingen af hvalfangst og hvilken rolle disse spiller for dokumentarernes 
fremstilling af hvalfangst. I forlængelse af det, undersøger projektet også hvor de to 
dokumentarer adskiller sig- og ligner hinanden. For at undersøge emnet om fremstilling af 
hvalfangst, benytter projektet sig af Stuart Halls begreb om ‘representation’. Projektet laver 
en grundig historisk undersøgelse af hvalfangstens udvikling samt en forklaring af den 
koloniale arv, som færinger og inuitter har. Projektet benytter sig af postkolonial teori fra Rob 
Nixon og Arturo Escobar til at forklare grunden til disse magtforhold. For at analysere 
dokumentarernes fremstilling af hvalfangst bruger projektet Bill Nichols’ skelnen af 
filmformer, og arbejder med dem i relevante temaer. Indsigten som bliver opnået omkring 
hvaler, hvalfangst og dokumentar-filmenes fremstilling af dem, leder projektet ind til en 
diskussion omkring de problematiske magtforhold, der findes i filmenes fremstillinger. 
Projektets diskussion omhandler bevidste tiltag i fremstillingen af hvalfangsten og 
hvalfangere, dikotomien ved at være civiliseret eller uciviliseret, den underforståede værdi, 
der gives til hvalfangsten og den symbolske vold disse tiltag skaber. Ved at bruge 
diskussionen og det kendskab, der er blevet skabt til emnet som ressource, afrunder 
projektet undersøgelsen om fremstillingen af hvalfangst med forklaringen at dokumentarene 
skaber gensidig forståelse mellem producent og publikum ved at reproducere ulige koloniale 
magtforhold, og bruger en nutidig opfattelse af hvalfangstens etik til at retfærdiggøre denne 
reproduktion. 
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Introduction 
Motivation 
When first problematizing the theme of whale hunting our primary curiosity concerned the 
debate on the Faroese whale hunt, also known as “The Grind”. We had all seen reactions to this 
event in the summer of 2015, albeit the debate has been going on for longer than that, and had 
an overall impression that the Faroese were receiving mostly negative attention. At the same 
time we saw Danish politicians defending the act and creating a divide in the debate, ultimately 
between those who were for or against whale hunting (Online Resource 1).  
 
This leads us to question the divide between the two sides and a deeper investigation of the 
arguments. At first glance this theme seemed to be a matter of „civilized‟ behaviour versus 
„uncivilized‟ behaviour, when examining this case it appeared that „civilized‟ behaviour was 
considered to be taking action against the whale hunt, fighting for animal rights and criticising 
the act as being barbaric and pointless. The Grind was illustrated as a cold blooded act, only 
performed to satisfy an „uncivilized‟ thirst for blood and violence. 
 
However there were other levels to the debate. Some defended the act, using the justification of 
it being a cultural and historical tradition, with great value to the Faroese people's identity 
(Online resource 2). What was intriguing was the way in which this particular case caused so 
much controversy. We felt it was necessary to examine the details that lay in the general 
understanding of the „civilised‟ and the „uncivilised‟, the historical aspects, and why whale 
hunting in particular seemed to stir this up. Why did some groups receive criticism over whale 
killing, whereas others did not? What other factors came into play when deciding when whale 
hunting was a „tradition‟ that should be protected, or an out-dated form of barbarism? And what 
exactly was being labelled as „civilised‟ and „uncivilised‟ - the act of whale killing in itself, or 
people who either condemned or supported it?  It soon became clear that the level of complexity 
in this debate made it worth investigating on a deeper level. 
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Problem field 
Further research into the field of whaling made it clear that many different understandings of 
these concepts are at play, not only in the perceptions of the civilized and uncivilized, but also 
identity, nationality, humanity and so on. In our investigation of this we choose to look further 
beyond the Faroese whale hunt, and also include whaling in the Arctic. There appears to be an 
understanding that the practice of whaling in an indigenous context is acceptable, in opposition 
to the whale hunt in the Faroe Islands. While the pilot whale hunt in the Faroe Islands seems to 
fit into neither the category of commercial whaling (as it is not done for profit, but by locals for 
free local distribution) nor aboriginal subsistence whaling, and has been subject to persistent 
critique, this distinction is exactly what has made controversy relatively absent in regards to Inuit 
whaling. From the outset in 1946 the International Whaling Commission (IWC)1 recognized this 
difference (Online resource 10), which means that as long as practice is carried out within the 
quotas and regulations (concerning certain hunting methods and local non-profit consumption) 
of the latter category, the Inuit are in the clear, so to speak. If, on the other hand, the 
requirements are challenged, it has been proven to draw negative attention – for instance when 
it was noted in 2012 that whale meat was being sold to tourists in Greenland (Online resource 
11). This example shows the importance of the Inuit people staying within the confines of 
aboriginal subsistence whaling in order to avoid controversy. While Greenpeace is known for its 
Arctic anti-sealing campaigns, even they have recently voiced their support for indigenous 
peoples‟ right to subsistence whaling (Online resource 12). Including both types of whaling gives 
us an opportunity to compare the two and discuss possible differences.  
In order to investigate this, we have chosen two documentaries. Red Waters is a documentary 
from the Russian TV-channel RT and concerns the Faroese whale hunt, known as “The Grind”. 
The second film, Arctic: Life in the Deep Freeze, was created by the British network the BBC 
and investigates the lives of different groups in the Arctic. This documentary does not focus 
exclusively on whale hunting, but focuses on hunting generally, including whales.   
When focusing on the act of whale hunting we are interested in the meaning it is given as a 
cultural practice through representation. This understanding is inspired by Stuart Hall and his 
                                               
1
 An international organisation charged with the conservation and management of whales. The IWC is the 
decision making body for the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling. 
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work on representation. The representation we are working with is twofold. It is both the way 
whaling is represented by the people within the documentaries, who give meaning to the 
practice by performing it. But it is also the films in themselves, as they are overall 
representations of these people and the way they live their lives. We therefore expect that there 
might be a representational disagreement between the two. Because the film is representing 
something in a certain way drawing on cultural maps, and the people within the film also 
represent whaling in another way. At the same time, we as researchers must be aware, that we 
are drawing on our own cultural maps when working with this. We are all from what may be 
called the Global North, and none of us have any direct affiliation with the Arctic or the Faroe 
Islands. Though it must be mentioned that the majority of the group is from Denmark and all live 
in Denmark, which has a history entangled with both the Faroese and parts of the Arctic 
(Iceland and Greenland), and therefore we do have acquaintances from these countries. 
  
To fully understand the context of the representations, it is necessary to include the history of 
the whaling and the different perception of both the practice, the practitioners and the whales. 
With a point of departure in the themes discovered in the films, we also find it relevant to explain 
the history of the representation of the indigenous and the colonial history of the Faroe Islands. 
This also includes the history of the Faroe Islands whale hunt debate. 
 
In order to describe how the representations of whaling come across, in the analysis of the 
films, we include Bill Nichols and his theoretical work on documentaries. This helps us to 
establish the different styles of the documentaries and the means and effects used. 
In our discussion we also concern ourselves with the question of why these representations are 
constructed in the seen way, and bring together the similarities and differences of the 
representations in the films, as the history of whaling and representations of the indigenous. 
This discussion is further expanded with understandings of postcolonial power relations. For this 
we take inspiration from the works of Arturo Escobar and Rob Nixon.  
Problem Formulation and Research Questions 
How do the two documentaries give meaning to the practice of whaling, both through their 
overall representation of the act and the chosen discussions within the documentaries? 
 
Research Questions: 
1) What role does colonial history play in this overall representation? 
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2) How have the representations of whaling developed, and how is this manifested in the 
documentaries? 
3) How do the documentaries differ and overlap within this representation? 
 
Limitations and Focus 
Interpretation always depends on who is decoding, and elements of the documentaries that 
have been interpreted one way in this paper may very well be interpreted otherwise. Our 
concern has been to interpret the representations in the chosen documentaries in the most 
qualified manner, and provide our critical view of them as more or less deliberately constructed 
sets of representations. 
  
The documentaries are mere examples of representations, and conclusions cannot necessarily 
be generalized – as with any case study. In other words, the main purpose of this paper is not to 
answer the question of how Faroese, Inuit and their whaling practices are portrayed in general, 
but is rather a matter of the specific documentaries in question. That being said, we still need to 
take our point of departure in some basic understanding of relevant historical development 
forming a framework for the critical assessment of the two films, rather than forming our critique 
solely within the films‟ own terms. The films are in other words seen as a product of historical 
tendencies, which does however not stand in the way of their uniqueness. 
  
The RT documentary deals exclusively with the Faroe Islands, while the BBC documentary is 
more inclusive in dealing with the Arctic as a whole, and whereas the whole RT film revolves 
around the subject of whale hunt, the latter has – also in this respect – a wider scope. This of 
course poses a challenge to the comparative element of this paper that we must take into 
account. The direct implications here are that the BBC film has been viewed with more selective 
criteria in mind (sequences including Inuit and/or whaling), but never departing from the film‟s 
own actual framework, which is nonetheless „hunting‟ just as in the other documentary. The 
scenes concerning whaling are solely based in Greenland, and there will therefore be a certain 
focus on that region.  However we have not included a specific chapter on Inuit whale hunting 
because, as we have mentioned, there is less of a debate about this and the documentary also 
does not suggest there is any controversy (or at least, not explicitly). 
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However by focusing on whale hunting as the main criteria we also exclude other elements. 
Gender and gender roles would also be an interesting point of analysis, as most active people in 
both documentaries are male (both the filmmakers and those interviewed). There are certainly 
questions to be raised about why this is so: is this a call back to stereotypical gender roles of 
men as the hunters and women as gatherers? Or is this just a case of men being represented 
as dominant in society generally? Although it is not discussed in depth, it would be an 
interesting point of departure for further research. 
 
It is also important to recognise that both documentaries are from different sources, with 
assumedly different budgets. Therefore the reasons for certain film choices in one film versus 
the other could also literally be due to a lack of funding. Because of this we felt it was necessary 
to investigate who made the films, and the channels that broadcast them. Even though the BBC 
documentary is probably the „higher quality‟ of the two, the RT documentary is made by 
professional Russian documentary makers, so this was not a case of amateur filming versus 
professional, and more a question of style, which is discussed in the analysis. 
 
Finally, it is important to again include our position as researchers. Three of us are Danish, and 
one English. None of us are from the Arctic or the Faroe Islands, and by excluding these 
perspectives we inevitably lose a level of complexity and depth in our analysis. By reading into 
the history of both Inuit and the Faroese we hope to improve our understanding of the groups 
portrayed in the documentaries, and reading about the development of the whale and whaling 
over time we attempt to move ourselves „outside‟ of this discourse in order to maintain a critical 
outlook. Nevertheless, it would be productive and insightful to interview people from these 
groups about the way they feel they are portrayed in the documentaries in relation to the whale 
hunt. This is beyond the scope of this project, but is a point for further research. 
Definition of Terms 
Certain key terms are used throughout this paper, and deserve some clarification before we 
proceed. In this project we work with an understanding of representations inspired by Stuart 
Hall, where representations are a system that allow for language to create meaning. In this 
sense, language is understood as a broad term and covers all ways in which we process 
meaning in a representational system. This understanding will be further elaborated in the 
chapter on representation. 
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Terms used to explain global differences are informed by historical and geographical situations 
in which they are being used. The terms Global North and Global South provide a more open 
definition of global terms than previous, as it is based on social relations, cultural difference and 
political and economic disparity. There appears to be trend line that divides the world between a 
wealthier north and a poorer south. However there are exceptions, the most often cited being 
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa (Del Casino Jr, 2009: 26). 
 
In our research we also come up against exceptions in the term. Global North would seem apt 
(geographically) to refer to the Arctic, yet some of the groups that reside there do not 
necessarily fit into this category, even if the countries (such as Canada and Norway) certainly 
do. Both Greenland and the Faroe Islands are dependent on economic subsidies from 
Denmark, but they are in many ways welfare societies comparable to others of that kind and 
thus carrying traits of „Global North‟. What makes them 'Global South' is then mostly their 
economic and political dependency on Denmark and the postcolonial power relations, which 
differ between the two countries rooted in cultural difference. Thinking in terms of cultural 
similarities the Faroe Islands are closer to being „Global North‟, but as we will explore in this 
paper, there are some cultural traditions that they uphold that causes some friction with other 
groups in this category.   
 
To avoid confusion, we wish to clarify that when we use the terms „Global North‟ we are 
referring to areas of the globe that tend to be richer, perceived as developed, and globally 
dominant (more power over global decisions). Global South on the other hand, refers to areas of 
the globe that are poorer, perceived as under-developed, and globally less dominant (having 
less power over global decisions). This is the case even when these areas are within countries 
that are seen to be part of the other group. This is also related to the category of the 
„indigenous‟ groups, discussed in more depth later in this paper. 
 
The term „western‟ is also used, but this term is more used to refer to cultural norms, values and 
behaviour that is dominant in the western regions - including free market capitalism, neo-
liberalism, Christianity, and English as dominant, both as a first and second language. 
 
„Civilised‟ and „uncivilised‟ are key concepts in this paper. These terms are particularly tricky, as 
by using them we are at risk of reinforcing them as legitimate terms. This is not our aim. When 
we refer to „civilised‟ and „uncivilised‟, we are attempting to harness and critically analyse 
discourses that categorises certain behaviour and norms as „civilised‟, and categorises other 
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behaviour as „uncivilised‟. We use certain, basic definitions when referring to these terms - 
civilised commonly defined as “having an advanced or humane culture, society” that is “polite, 
well-bred and refined” (Online resource 3, A). Uncivilised, on the other hand, is commonly 
defined as the antithesis of this - “not civilised or cultured”, but traditional, primitive and barbaric 
(Online Resource 3, B). In addition, we argue that from our research that civilised behaviour is 
not only considered to be the above, but also behaviour that is commonly understood as 
„modern‟, „technologically developed‟ and „advanced‟, as oppose to uncivilised behaviour that is 
„primitive‟ and stuck in „out-dated traditions‟. The terms „primitive‟, „traditional‟, „modern‟, 
„advanced‟ are also interchangeably used, but all link back to the civilised/uncivilised definition. 
It is also, however, important to keep in mind the complexity of these definitions and that, 
somewhat paradoxically, „modern‟ or „technologically advanced‟ methods can still fall under the 
category of „uncivilised‟ if these methods are used to fulfil something that is considered 
„barbaric‟ or „out-dated‟.2 We attempt to untangle this paradox throughout this paper. 
 
To sum up, it is important to keep in mind that these terms should not be understood as 
mutually exclusive. The definition of „civilised‟ also ties in with the general perception of the 
wealthier Global North. The poorer Global South, on the other hand, is linked to the „uncivilised‟ 
label. The commonly held binaries of North/South, developed/underdeveloped, 
civilised/uncivilised are intertwined and key to this analysis. 
The Documentaries 
Red Waters  
The state funded TV network, Russia Today (RT), was launched in 2005. Today it airs from 
Moscow, Washington DC and London aiming to provide its audience with “an alternative 
perspective on major global events”, and stating that it “acquaints an international audience with 
the Russian viewpoint.”3 (Online resource 4, A). Thus RT delivers news in Russian, English, 
Spanish and Arabic, and is available to over 700 million people in more than 100 countries. 
Actual audience numbers seem unclear, but the network is, according to its website, the number 
one news channel on YouTube in terms of views and subscribers (Online resource 4, A). 
 
                                               
2
 This is also a good example of why binaries and their use in common discourse is inherently problematic. 
3
 This “alternative viewpoint” we assume is an alternative to mainstream Western media. 
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The filmmakers behind Red Waters, RT‟s Andrey Molodykh (cameras and story editing) and 
Aleksey Shabarov (cameras and directing), have cooperated on three other documentaries for 
the network during 2014 and 2015. Apart from that Molodykh has been the author and/or 
correspondent on at least five other documentaries since 2012. Shabarov has been the director 
of seven documentaries since 2011 (Online resource 4, B), and prior to that he directed Pirate‟s 
Paradise (2009), which was a finalist in the 2010 New York Festivals „Best Investigative Report‟-
category (Online resource 5). 
 
Red Waters: Faroe Islands Whale Slaughter was published on November 2nd 2014 following the 
summer‟s pilot whale hunt, known as the „Grind‟. Sea Shepherd activists had been present 
wanting to obstruct the events, and managed to stir up international controversy on the matter. 
The film‟s two reporters cover the subject by following a number of Faroese people, interviewing 
and observing them in relation to the Grind. 
  
Arctic: Life in the Deep Freeze 
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) has been Britain‟s public service source since the 
1920‟s, now claiming to be the world‟s leading of its kind. Its stated mission is none other than 
“to enrich people's lives with programmes that inform, educate and entertain.” (Online resource 
6). This is to be achieved not only through extensive TV and Radio-coverage in the United 
Kingdom, but also with the help of the BBC World Service‟s global aim and 27 broadcasting 
languages. The highly esteemed old broadcaster has a combined global audience of 308 million 
per week as of 2015 (Online resource 6). 
 
The BBC documentary, Arctic: Life in the Deep Freeze, was published in November 2012 as 
part of a series of documentaries, Human Planet, exploring mankind‟s ties with nature today. It 
is directed and produced by Nicolas Brown, who has had a career in producing and directing 
documentaries since 2002. While Brown has made a variety of documentaries, the main theme 
of his documentaries are based on the contemporary environmental changes and 
documentaries with epic narratives about Earth, human‟s relation to it, and the consequences of 
global warming. Arctic: Life in the Deep Freeze is a documentary in a series of environmental 
documentaries, which Brown started producing around 2006. As such, it was not produced as a 
reaction to any specific events, as opposed to the RT documentary. In it narrator John Hurt 
guides us through traditional hunting practices in Greenland, mussel gathering in Arctic Canada, 
reindeer herding in Saami Norway, plus a polar bear patrol in Northern Canada. 
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Summaries of documentaries 
Russia Today: Red Waters: Faroe Islands Whale Slaughter 
The film Red Waters starts out with a written full-screen disclaimer saying, “RT does not 
endorse or support any activities which may be perceived as cruelty towards animals […]”, and 
after this, the course of action is played out cutting back and forth between sequences of 
observations and interviews with a number of different Faroese men. The filmmakers express 
brief reflections on their experiences in conversations while driving from place to place. 
 
The first of the parallel story lines commences, without any further introduction than the 
disclaimer, as the camera cuts directly to a close-up sequence of the Faroe TV host, Finnur 
Koba, who is seated in a cafeteria as he presents his seemingly well-balanced stance on pilot 
whaling. He serves to provide a cultural perspective, and is otherwise shown hosting a news 
show on TV, and playing live music at a bar. The second interviewee remains unnamed 
throughout the film, but serves as a kind of guide around the islands as he introduces the 
filmmakers to both people and places such as his local parish church and a museum displaying 
Faroese art. He invites them into his home, where he talks about his Icelandic heritage, his 
experiences with whale hunt, as well as his view of certain anti-whaling-activists. 
 
The third person - a rugged natured postal worker named Johannes - introduces traditional 
hunting tools, explains their use and his preferred way of preparing the whale meat. A fourth 
subject who remains unnamed, like most in the film, is introduced as he invites the filmmakers 
to a whale meat dinner, which he is seen preparing throughout the film. Near the end he hosts a 
dinner party, where the filmmakers and the “guide” among others participate. 
 
Briefly, a local anti-whaling-campaigner is interviewed as he emerges from the harbour in full 
diving equipment, stating that whaling belongs in the past and that it is an unnecessary practice. 
The following interviewee is a man living with his wife and children in Tórshavn. He explains the 
importance of maintaining a bond with nature, and demonstrates this by making a domesticated 
crow sit on his hand. Another interviewee delivers a box of whale meat to a house and proceeds 
to tell a story about a fishing trip, where he was almost attacked by an orca whale. While telling 
this he is quick boiling a live crayfish and casually biting its tail of. The next subject, the 
craftsman Atlí, explains the newest developments in locally produced handmade hunting tools, 
and how research is continually being done to ensure the best possible approach. 
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After a conclusive dinner sequence where people are gathered around the table eating and 
expressing their point of view, the host is staged outside where he recites a poem about the 
Grind. After the end credits, a short sequence shows a pack of terns flying above the 
filmmakers, defending their territory. 
 
 
BBC Human Planet - Arctic: Life in the Deep Freeze 
 
The documentary begins by zooming in on the Earth from space while the Narrator, John Hurt, 
explains how In the ice lands of the Arctic very little grows. It is dark for months in the winter and 
the freezing temperatures make it a difficult place to live, yet four million people live there. In 
Greenland, where food is hard to come by and dogs are a crucial means of transport, Amos and 
his son Karl-Frederik embark on a journey across the frozen sea. They then fish for a giant 
Greenland shark by drilling a hole through the ice. They catch a large one, and it is explained 
that this food will keep their dogs fed for many months. 
 
The documentary moves to Arctic Canada. As winter gives way to spring, the Inuit of Canada 
take advantage of an opportunity that only comes with the most extreme tides of the year. When 
the tide recedes, hunters venture underneath the sea ice, where they quickly have to gather 
mussels from the ocean floor before the water returns. 
 
The documentary moves back to Greenland. Whens summer returns, more animals are 
available to hunt in Greenland. The elusive narwhal is an unexpected source of vitamin C for the 
Inuit of Northern Greenland, where few plants grow. Using traditional hunting techniques passed 
down through many generations the hunt is carried out on the very edges of the sea-ice. Early 
and unexpected springtime melting of the ice adds yet more danger. 
 
Another source of food comes from the millions of auks that flock along the coastal cliffs to 
breed. Oshima, from Greenland, captures the birds with nets on the end of a long pole. They 
are then sewn inside seal skins and buried in a pile of rocks as food for the months ahead. This 
is eaten, and considered a delicacy. 
 
The film then switches to Norway. 3000 reindeer have been grazing on Arnoy Island, Northern 
Norway, all summer, but they now need to be moved because the winter food source lichen can 
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only be found 450km away. Ella Helena Siri, from a family of Saami reindeer herders, has the 
difficult task of herding the reindeer across the water to this food source. 
 
It then focuses on residents of Churchill in northern Manitoba, Canada, and how coexistence 
with polar bears is tricky. Each autumn the town is invaded by polar bears migrating back onto 
the ice, and it is Bob Windsor's job to keep both the townspeople and the polar bears safe. 
People are shown trick or treating in the night, going to the local pub, and generally enjoying the 
season. 
 
Finally, the film concludes with a section showing how the narwhal hunt in Greenland was 
filmed. “Behind the lens” as it is called, joins a particularly dangerous narwhal hunt which is 
carried out on the edge of the sea ice at the height of the warmest springtime ever. The filming 
takes a long time, and there are moments when the group must move back because of dangers 
of the melting ice. 
Stuart Hall and Representation 
In relation to the core problem formulation, the way in which the documentaries represent whale 
hunting by certain groups will be the main focus in the analysis. The idea is to extract a number 
of dominating themes, supported by the knowledge gained in the research discussion. However, 
in order to do this, it is important to understand how the representations in the documentaries 
work within specific discourses of representation. 
 
When we are to understand the representation of whale hunting it is important to establish our 
own understanding of it, and reflect upon our method for doing so. In this relation, culture is 
understood as shared meanings which are mediated through language. In this sense, language 
is understood as a broad term and does not only concern the physical spoken language, but all 
ways in which we process meaning in a representational system. We understand and produce 
these meanings through coding and decoding, and in doing so we make use of cultural maps. 
These cultural maps vary from person to person, from culture to culture, but help us to navigate 
our communication. In this project we investigate the representation of whale hunting and the 
shared meanings concerning this in two documentaries which will be analysed as texts.  
 
These documentaries are taken as representations of whale hunting. In doing so we operate 
with the films as both cultural products within a society and as creating certain meanings. In this 
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way, we analyse the films firstly to understand the meaning that they are producing, and latterly 
to discuss this meaning as a part of a broader understanding of whale hunting. This is not to say 
that we work with a binary understanding of whale hunting as something justifiable or 
unjustifiable, but we must assume that we will come across different and complex 
representations of this. Indeed, meaning can be established through agreement or mutual 
disagreement. 
 
Our interest lies not in taking sides and arguing either for or against the act of whale hunting, but 
in the “how” of the representations and the consequences of that. Whale hunting must be seen 
as a cultural practice where the people performing the act are the ones that give meaning to this 
act. As Hall states “The emphasis on cultural practices is important. It is participants in a culture 
who give meaning to people, objects and events.” (Hall 1997: 3).  
 
At the same time we are dealing with another cultural practice, the practice of making the films 
in themselves. It is possible, and our expectation that these two practices may have a different 
sets of cultural views on whale hunting. The act itself and the practice of the documentaries 
might not representationally agree, but our interest lies in the representation of the act in the 
films, and not in the act of whale hunting itself. We will potentially come across different cultures 
in the films and in relation to that, the different meanings affiliated with these cultures. The way 
the representations are structured gives us not only a meaning of the whale hunting in an Arctic 
and Faroese representation, but also a meaning in the way that this is represented, by people 
who are neither Arctic nor Faroese (British and Russian). Because of this we also get a sense of 
different identities; however this is not our main focus. Our focus will be limited to the markers of 
the identities and how they are marked, not in defining these identities and their national 
meaning.  
 
The films are viewed as global products that circulate meaning in similar and different cultures, 
through mass media. In doing so we must note that it is difficult to establish the global in this 
sense and that we are primarily, if not solely, talking about this from a western perspective, 
since we ourselves are western and both the documentaries are created by people of the Global 
North. In that sense we perceive the Russians as part of the Global North, even though their 
position within the West could be said to be problematic and in this case, differ with the position 
of the British in the West. This however is not something we see a as an obstacle for our 
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investigation, but merely something to be noted and taken into consideration when analysing 
the different representations, based on our own cultural maps.   
 
We find it necessary to clarify that we have an understanding of representation from a 
constructionist perspective, where meaning is created and produced in opposition to something 
that is perceived from the outside. Meaning structures and creates the world, and since 
meaning is an individual construction, the world cannot be outside individual meaning. It cannot 
be objective. It is structuring and creating the world and in this sense, not understanding the 
world as an object outside of this understanding.  
 
Whale hunting is given meaning by the whale hunters, but also the act is given meaning by 
those in disagreement with this. Whale hunting is a symbolic practice that gives meaning and 
creates a sense of belonging to both the people who perform the act, but also the people who 
do not. When an act like this is structured and governed it contributes to the creation of national 
identities and in relation to that the creation of nations. This is something that we will have to 
consider in the context of the Faroese whale hunt but also in connection to the Arctic as a 
geographical space, consisting of different nations and stretches over multiple continents. 
However it is necessary to note that the scenes showing whale hunting in the Arctic are solely 
based in Greenland, and for that reason there will be a focus on Greenland as a part of the 
Arctic.   
 
In our constructionist approach we will also be working with the concept of discourse to further 
explain how the representation of whale hunting is constructed and in discussion the 
consequences of this. The concepts of discourses are useful in the sense that they  
 
“... define what is and is not appropriate in our formulation of, and our practices in our 
relation to, a particular subject or site of social activity; what knowledge is considered 
useful, relevant and „true‟ in that context; and what sorts of persons or „subjects‟ embody 
its characteristics.” (Ibid: 6) 
 
Discourses help when looking at how the representations are constructed, since this definition 
has a focus on the historical aspects and the politics of the discourse. The historical aspect is 
therefore essential to understand the representations of whale hunting. Not only the history of 
whale hunting but, as previously said, the history of the representations of the indigenous, since 
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discourses are produced and changed over time. The history highlights the different power 
relations at play within this discourse, visualized in the representations. We concern ourselves 
with the questions of: who are the people in this case that give meaning to the practice and how 
are they doing it? When considering the power relations it becomes clearer why certain things 
are part of the representations, and the historical aspects adds further to this understanding.        
 
With this in mind, the documentaries are watched several times in order to understand and bring 
out the nuances of each. By doing so, we look for recurring points of interest that are felt to have 
representational significance. These points of interest are analysed in relation to the language 
used, the visuals, the chosen interviews, and the overall composition of each scene. These 
elements will be analysed in order to understand how the documentary represents the groups 
within these themes. 
The Development of the Representation of Whaling 
The history of whaling and the colonial heritage of the Faroes and much of the Arctic cannot be 
explained apart. This is because whaling has played an important role in the cultural and 
colonial heritage of the Arctic and the Faroes, while colonial history of certain parts of the Arctic 
and the Faroes influences the contemporary whaling debate. As discussed in more detail in the 
following chapters, whaling has indeed been a longstanding issue when it comes to the way 
these regions are perceived by the outside world. But, whereas the whale hunt in Arctic 
(including Greenland) seems to have been somewhat justifiable in the eyes of the outside world, 
as it fit within the frames of the formal rights entailed by indigeneity (see e.g. Thisted 2013: 227-
253), the Faroese face slightly different obstacles in practicing these traditions (see Fielding 
2010: 429; Adler-Nissen 2014: 70-73). 
A History of Whaling and the Anti-whaling Campaign 
Whaling during the 17th century and up until modern whaling in the 20th century played an 
important part in settlement and colonisation. The world up until the introduction of petroleum 
was largely a whaling world. Whales provided a strategic resource, a key raw material, a fuel as 
well as a food source (Epstein 2008:1). Furthermore, whaling from the 17th century onward 
played an important role in the territorial expansion for countries dominating the whaling trade. 
As Epstein argues: “Whaling was implicated in the constitution of naval powers. All naval 
powers had been, at one stage or another, important whaling nations” (Epstein 2008:57).  
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An example of this statement of presence in the whaling industry, resulting in power, can be 
taken from the British drive towards the South Pacific. During the second half of the eighteenth 
century, Spain and the United Kingdom had a series of naval wars, which prevented British 
whalers from moving towards the South American coast. This resulted in British whalers moving 
towards the South Pacific where whales were abundant. However, British whalers eventually 
found themselves in a trade war with the East India Company, and in a drawn out political effort 
to change the Company‟s monopoly over the eastern waters. This was because the political 
structure was made to preserve the Company, who had complete licensing authority over ships, 
including whaling vessels. Since the East India Company was British, British independent 
whalers pressured parliament to ease the Company‟s grip of the east, which they did in the late 
1780s by opening the waters of Australia and New Zealand. This resulted in a fast development 
of whaling in the region and exposed Australia and New Zealand to British colonization. New 
Zealand in particular was settled by sealers and whalers, who brought law and order as key 
justifications for British sovereignty. Therefore, whaling was a springboard to sovereignty and 
expansion of territory, and all naval powers were to some degree whaling nations, for example 
Holland, France, Spain, Portugal, the United States and Britain (Epstein 2008:57). Whaling as a 
practice of territorial expansion and colonisation continued up until the 1950s, when the last 
unclaimed piece of land on the planet, Antarctica, was colonized (Epstein 2008:57).  
 
The increasing industrialization and commercialisation of whaling from the 17th century to its 
eventual replacement by petroleum in the 20th century took a heavy toll on the general 
population of whales in the planet‟s oceans. As Vicki Ellen Szabo writes in her book Monstrous 
fishes and the Mead-Dark Sea: Whaling in the Medieval North Atlantic, current whale 
populations are difficult to estimate due to each side of the modern whaling debate citing its own 
cetacean demographics. However, current estimates hold that around two and a half million 
large whales were killed in the whaling industry over the past four centuries. It is thought that the 
industrialization of whaling effectively reduced the large whale population by ten to twenty times 
the population before the industrialization (Szabo 2007:79). 
 
Pilot whaling in the Faroe Islands became a national symbol and internationally recognized in 
1832, when regulations concerning pilot whaling raised an official interest in the Faroese and 
their whaling activities. During the 1900s, the idea of „folklore‟ gained transnational admiration in 
Scandinavia and other European countries, and the Faroese were considered an „original‟ 
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culture with genuine folklore. After the ballad Grindavísa by C. Pløyen, a Danish bailiff of the 
Faroes, pilot whaling became a fixed symbol, nationally and internationally, as the characteristic 
feature of the Faroese people (Nauerby 1996:147-148). The pilot whale hunt was, in the 
international admiration for original folk cultures, also linked to a revival of the „the Viking spirit‟ 
(ibid:152). However, this perception of the whale hunt and of the Faroese as a source of 
genuine folklore changed when a green mind-set of ecology gained momentum during the 
1970s, notably after the shift from industrialized whaling to petroleum, as well as an increase in 
ethical questions regarding whale hunting. 
 
The discourse of whaling ethics and the discourse of ecology are linked to each other in regards 
to the anti-whaling campaigns directed towards the pilot whale hunt in the Faroe Islands. 
However, according to Whale Politics and Green legitimacy, an article by Arne Kalland, the anti-
whaling argument shifted its emphasis from ecology to ethics during the 1980s. Kalland explains 
that in 1982 the International Whaling Commission (IWC) halted commercial whaling due to 
conditions of whales stocks. After the halt, a sustainable whaling procedure was made, and the 
arguments from anti-whaling campaigners changed from ecology to ethics on killing (Kalland 
1996:4). The ecology aspect of anti-whaling was short lived, and will not be further investigated 
in this chapter. This is because if one looks at the prevalent discourse on the Faroese pilot 
whale hunt today, it leans on the arguments of ethics rather than ecology. Thus, it is relevant to 
take a look at the development of the ethics in relation to whaling during the twentieth century, 
so that it can be seen in extension to the representations on the Faroese pilot whale hunt. 
 
In his book Whales and Nations: Environmental Diplomacy on High Seas, Kurkpatrick Dorsey 
argues that television shows during the late 1960‟s played a part in the world‟s increasing 
devotion to whales during this time: 
 
“New television programs helped people around the world to see nature differently than 
they had before. Whales were no longer just static creatures hanging in mid-air, 
surrounded by other specimens, but moving aquatic creatures with really interesting 
behaviour.[...] What these nature programs had in common was a need to show exotic 
animals in action. (Dorsey 2013:213) 
 
This interest in whales as majestic beings of nature eventually started to shift towards a focus 
on whales as intelligent beings of nature. During the 1970‟s, the mysticism of whales was 
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captured by the music label Capitol Records, which released whale song on an album. The 
album gained fame, and including whale song in musical products became a way to reach out to 
people. Examples can be drawn from 1976 where a concert in Sydney‟s Royal Botanical 
Garden performed whalesong and in 1978, where jazz musician Paul Winter made an album 
with him playing saxophone to the sound of whales singing, as well as with eagles, wolves and 
„African tribesmen‟ (Dorsey 2013:215). 
The “Super Whale” and Totemism 
In order to further understand the perception and role of whales we draw briefly on Kalland‟s 
description of the „super-whale‟ and of whales as an urban totem. Following the development of 
the perception of whales and whaling, the representation of whales in the contemporary debate 
(like the one surrounding the Faroese pilot whale hunt) should be investigated. Kalland argues 
that since humans do not have a complete understanding of the sea, and because whales do 
not fit into the normal categories of mammals or fish, whales are subject to mysticism and 
taboos in western cultures. Kalland further argues that environmental and animal rights activists 
have drawn on this mysticism and lack of understanding of the whale to form an image of a 
„super-whale‟, an image which is included in debate. The „super-whale‟ is constructed as a 
mammal which has all the combined traits of all the different species of whale. For example, 
among others it sings (the humpback whale), is the largest animal on earth (the blue whale), 
and has nurseries (dolphins). Whales are also given human like traits, for example living in 
close-knit communities, and ultimately anthropomorphised. In short, the „super-whale‟ is 
constructed in debates concerning whaling as the „homo sapiens of the sea‟ (Kalland 1996:4). 
 
Kalland also argues that the whale is an urban totem. This is to be understood in regards to the 
debate on whaling, which has become so complex that, somewhat paradoxically, whales have 
been simplified. It is argued that animal rights and environmental advocates use a totemic and 
binary system of thought that separates the debaters into two opposing categories: those who 
care for the environment, and those who want profit. In this thinking, whales have become a 
totem for “nature-loving” debaters and money has become the totem for “greedy-capitalists”, 
who are also portrayed as “bloodthirsty barbarians”. What is interesting in this totemic thinking, 
is that the latter category of whale hunters are portrayed as being uncivilized if they cannot be 
put into the category of the “greedy-capitalist”. Kalland quotes the UK minister of agriculture 
John Gummer‟s promise “to do my best to ensure that Iceland does not leave the IWC … I want 
to keep Iceland within the fold of civilized nations” (Ibid:5). In extension of this, Kalland argues 
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that the IWC authorizes „aboriginal‟ peoples to catch whales, but only if the hunt is for 
sustainable purposes (lest they enter the category of the greedy capitalist). The categorising 
and binary mentality in totemic thinking is not only present in the whaling debate. The need to 
industrialise natural resources in order to „belong‟ to the developed world is a point which we will 
elaborate upon later. However, as Kalland argues, this creates a situation where certain groups 
must defend their own „primitiveness‟ in order to be allowed to hunt whales (Ibid:4-5).  
The Pilot Whale Hunt Debate 
The mind-set that whaling is justifiable if the hunters and their methods are considered „primitive 
enough‟ can be drawn in parallel to the discourse of the Faroese and their whaling.  Nauerby 
argues that the debate on the pilot whale hunt in the Faroe Islands, sparked as a result of the 
anthropomorphization of whales, has to be debated in the frame of the metropolitan 
understanding of whales, what he calls a „Neo-Romantic ideology of nature‟ (Nauerby 
1993:161). Within this frame, the Faroese formed a counterargument against the anti-whaling 
debaters, saying the reason the pilot whale hunt is condemned is due to a “frozen food counter” 
mentality. The Faroese argued that this mentality, which belongs to the citizens of Western 
metropolises, is the result of a loss of touch with the living world of nature (ibid).  
 
However, this counter-argument proved to be a double-edged sword, because it put them in a 
position where they had to distance themselves from the „developed‟ metropolitan mindset, 
which emphasised their bond with nature. However, Nauerby argues, this put them once again 
in the position of being perceived as less civilized. Nauerby draws on Allan Thornton, who was 
the leader of the British organisation EIA4 in 1985‟s remark in a British newspaper to exemplify 
this position: 
 
“The idea that a pilot whale hunt provides a welcome opportunity for everyone to get 
drunk,5 to throw off the restrictions that civilisation has imposed on them and to become 
animal tormentors and hunters, has nothing to do with the world of today” (Ibid:162) 
 
This positioning of the Faroese as conducting uncivilized activities is an example of the 
simplified totemic thinking that Kalland presents. In this thinking, in order to justify the Faroese 
                                               
4
 EIA stands for the Environmental Investigation Agency, an NGO founded in 1984 
5
  Interestingly, a Faroese referendum held in 1907 resulted in the the vast majority of the inhabitants 
voting for an alcohol prohibition on the islands, which lasted until 1992 (e.g. Thorleifsen et al 2012: 424). 
This points to the uninformed nature of representations relying on such characterizations during that time. 
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whale hunt, they have to be put outside the category of the „civilized‟ and into the category of 
the „uncivilised‟. However, because of the modern living standards of the Faroese, there is some 
ambiguity in this categorization. They do not qualify to be in the „indigenous‟ category.6 Nauerby 
includes a protest letter to exemplify this: 
 
“This is 1986 - The killers are wearing modern day clothes and wearing watches. These 
topics express connection to the civilized lifestyle - why then is their behaviour 
uncivilized?” (ibid:162) 
 
Drawing on the discourse of whales as anthropomorphized beings having certain rights that  
other animals do not, and drawing on the categorical limbo the Faroese are in, one can see a 
lack of understanding towards the Faroese pilot whale hunt. An additional point worthy of 
discussion is that the Faroese have in fact attempted to humanise the killing process by using 
faster and more modern weaponry. As Fielding (2007) points out: 
 
“The actual method of killing the whales is one of the few major changes to the 
grindadráp that has happened since the sixteenth century. Formerly the whales would 
be killed with spears thrust from the boats, but today they are killed by the 
grindaknívur...it is Faroese law that pilot whales must die within 15 seconds of first being 
cut with the grindaknívur. Whalers who do not ensure a quick and humane death for 
their catch can be fined or even sentenced to jail.” (2007:163) 
 
It is interesting that the Faroese attempts to „civilise‟ the practice can in fact take them further 
away from being defined as a group that is allowed to kill whales. It is also somewhat 
counterintuitive from an ethical standpoint that modernising whale hunting is problematic if one 
                                               
6
 This is according to the IWC. We would like to further ascertain, on our own behalf and drawing on the 
UN delimitation that will be elaborated in the coming chapters, why we do not believe it to be meaningful 
to label the Faroese aboriginal/indigenous: (1) they do not self-identify as such; (2) they do neither have 
historical continuity with pre-colonial nor pre-settler societies - they are in fact themselves relatively recent 
settlers; (3) it is highly debatable how distinct their social, economic and political systems are; (4) even 
though their language and culture is unique it has in many ways close ties to that of Iceland and the 
Scandinavian countries, and they have always had direct religious ties to the whole western world 
through Christianity. They do however have a relatively strong link to territories and surrounding natural 
resources, and as a nationality they form a non-dominant group within the Danish state, while many 
Faroese would likely also say that they have a resolve to maintain and reproduce ancestral environments 
as distinctive peoples and communities, which the pilot whale debate clearly demonstrates. But the 
crucial thing is - returning to (1) - that they do not self-identify as indigenous, and others do not represent 
them as such. 
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is purely concerned with the whales‟ wellbeing. Traditional methods, such as using a spear, 
would surely be more distressing to the whale than a clean and fast kill. However, this could be 
because this development, in spite of its good intentions, re-links the whale hunt to its industrial 
past and problematizes it once more. It could also be because killing whales when there is no 
physical need to do so (for food) is seen as cruel, no matter how the act is performed.  
 
While some would say that formerly colonized populations such as the Icelanders and Finns 
(formerly subjugated to Swedish and Russian rule) have achieved an aspired recognition as 
“white, European and civilized” (Sellheim 2014: 334), it may just as well be said that something 
similar applies to the Faroese, but that their whaling traditions stand in the way of full inclusion. 
For instance Adler-Nissen outlines how whaling has been the center of much controversy with 
regards to any hopes of future Faroese EU membership (Adler-Nissen 2014: 62-64). There 
appears to be confusion in the discourse of the Faroese and their pilot whale hunt. Are they 
„uncivilized aborigines‟ or „civilized animal tormentors‟? 
 
Postcolonial Power Relations in the Representations 
The Faroe Islands  
When it comes to power relations between the Faroe Islands and the outside world, the former 
can be said to have a long history of having things imposed upon them. In the 800 and 900‟s the 
Norse settlers that are the ancestors of today‟s Faroe Islanders came to the islands from 
Norway and the British Isles. They remained independent until the 11th century when they 
became subject to the Norwegian crown, and Christianity was introduced. The change of 
ownership from Norwegian to Danish in 1380 marked a point from which the cultural distance 
between the islands and the outside world widened, and unequal power relations started to 
manifest themselves. Danish, which differed more from Faroese than Norwegian, became the 
official language of the church and the dominant written language. Furthermore the Danes 
established a trade monopoly, which was not lifted until 1856. Nauerby calls these centuries of 
subordination a “Danish shell of influence” (Nauerby 1996: 31-32). 
While Faroese remained the spoken language, it had no official status and had not yet 
materialized into a written language. So despite a bourgeoning cultivation of Faroese language 
and culture in the 18th and – more prominently - the 19th century, Danish became the 
educational language when a public school system was established in the islands. In 
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combination with the nationalist currents of 19th century Europe also reaching the Faroe Islands, 
this led to some inhabitants aspiring to articulate a national identity and seeking 
acknowledgement as a distinct national entity (Thorleifsen et al 2012: 419-420). A part of these 
aspirations was an emphasis on the people‟s close connection with nature (e.g. Adler-Nissen 
2014: 64), but in the same period, ironically, a level of industrialization was taking place in the 
islands, and disagreements existed within the Faroese community concerning the question of 
independence, which materialized for instance in a 1930 dispute over flags (e.g. Thorleifsen et 
al 2012: 425). Meanwhile a ”resolute Danish culture-imperialism” (Thorleifsen et al 2012: 426; 
translated) carried on from the outside, and was still expressed especially through language 
policies: not until 1938 was it allowed for schools to teach in Faroese; not until 1939 was it 
allowed to preach in Faroese in the churches, and not until 1944 was the country‟s judicial 
language changed to Faroese (ibid. & Nauerby 1996: 42). 
The Faroe Islands were occupied by British allied forces during the Second World War, during 
which time the Faroese flag was officially recognized, and after the war further moves toward 
independence were made resulting in the implementation of Home Rule in 1948. Since then the 
islands have undergone modernization, but still maintained their cultural heritage through such 
traditions as the annual Grind. Rebecca Adler-Nissen gives the following characterization of 
Faroese culture today: 
“the majority of the Faroese population (pro-independence or not) is globalist in 
orientation, but it is also attracted to traditional lifestyles involving birding and pilot 
whale hunting, the latter of which attracts widespread international and European 
criticism.” (Adler-Nissen 2014: 56) 
Leader of the Faroese left wing Republican Party (Tjóðveldisflokkurin), Høgni Hoydal, stated in 
2011 that “The notion of [the Danish] Realm … is created to mask a colonial relationship” 
(Hoydal quoted in Adler-Nissen 2014: 65), exemplifying a sense of unequal power relations with 
the outside world that is certainly still present among the Faroese. But aspirations toward 
independence and the emphasis on Faroese specificity do not just exist in one end of the 
political spectrum. Jørgen Niclasen, leader of the Faroese Conservative Party (Fólkaflokkurin), 
said the same year: 
“To be Faroese relates to the language and the culture. And even if we do not 
always acknowledge it, our origins as a whaling people impact our way of being 
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today. We are a modernized society but we also have root[s] in the whaling 
society, and there is a kind of whaling blood in us. This makes us special.” 
(Niclasen quoted in ibid.) 
In the case of the Faroe Islands, which have been subject to the cultural reign of others for 
centuries, whaling is - like the Faroese language itself - part of a self-identity and a somewhat 
fragile net of traditions. A perceived unity between Denmark and the Faroe Islands leaves little 
room for such an understanding. This is reflected in the representations of pilot whaling and its 
practitioners in much of the international criticism they have been at the centre of in the recent 
decades. 
On Indigeneity   
The documentary dealing with the Arctic does so in a largely ahistorical way, because its 
interests lie elsewhere, not least in portraying the Inuit as ‟part of nature‟. This means that there 
is more relevance in pursuing the question of how indigenes are understood as a western 
projection, as we are not provided with an Inuit perspective in the documentary, they are merely 
part of the stage. 
 
Defining indigeneity can be a difficult task and it is a definition which spreads across many 
different fields; cultural, social, political, economic and so on. We will attempt to give a definition 
since we see groups that are defined as indigenous in the films, but in doing so it is important to 
once again be aware, that we are not ourselves part of these groups and that some of this 
chapter will be based on definitions constructed in the Global North. That is to say, that we are 
not trying to define an overall perception of indigeneity, but define the forms we see represented 
in the films, which are not represented by indigenous people themselves. 
 
Before outlining the representation of indigenous peoples (and more specifically those of the 
Arctic and Greenland) through the ages, let us first try to delimit „indigenous‟. A very basic trait is 
that it applies to someone (or something) “originating or occurring naturally in a particular place” 
(Online resource 7), which of course is not very particular and does neither provide an answer 
to the problem of how far back „origin‟ must be traced in order to qualify as such, nor what 
„naturally occurring‟ entails. Slightly different approximations such as “naturally existing in a 
place or country rather than arriving from another place” (Online resource 8) is similarly resistant 
to immediate operationalization. Elsewhere it is further stated that the term “[…] adds to „native‟ 
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the implication of not having been introduced from elsewhere” (Online resource 9), which carries 
in it a distinction between „native‟ and „indigenous‟ that opens up to the current UN delimitation 
of seven traits of indigenous peoples. These should be regarded precisely as an attempt at 
delimitation, as indigeneity is indeed the subject of ongoing debate, and one single official 
definition has never been agreed on, but the UN states the following (UN Factsheet 2015: 1): 
● The people in question self-identifies as indigenous 
● They have historical continuity with pre-colonial and/or pre-settler societies 
● They have a strong link to territories and surrounding natural resources 
● They have distinct social, economic or political systems 
● They have distinct language, culture and beliefs 
● They form a non-dominant group within a given state 
● They have a resolve to maintain and reproduce their ancestral environments and 
systems as distinctive peoples and communities 
 
Today roughly 370 million people residing in 90 different countries can be said to more or less fit 
these criteria (Hughes 2012: 20). They belong to, among others, such varied peoples as the 
Mapuche and the Quichoa of South America; North America‟s Navajo and Cheyenne; the 
Berbers and Ogonis of the African continent; the Aborigines and Maoris of Oceania; Asia‟s 
Zhuang and Tibetans, and the Saamí and Inuit of the Arctic. 
 
Strictly speaking, outside representations of indigenous peoples date back to the first 
encounters with outsiders and their descriptions. In several cases these encounters took place 
long before any actual colonization efforts. But with the advent of European exploration and 
colonialism from the end of the 15th century onward they started taking up increasing space in 
European worldviews (Hughes 2012: 29). Colonial subjugation took on varying forms throughout 
the world and over time, but all had the ultimate purpose of gaining power, land and/or natural 
resources. A crucial element in this context was justification through dehumanization, or in other 
words the idea that „civilized‟ people had the right to rule as desired over people seen as 
„uncivilised‟ and „primitive‟, which found its final justification in evolutionary theory – regardless 
of what point Darwin may have actually had (Hughes 2012: 34). Seen through the eyes of 
colonial administrators, settlers, missionaries and (sometimes more or less self-proclaimed) 
anthropologists, representations of the indigenes were thus passed on, reflecting everything 
from disempowering paternalism to horrible acts of downright exploitation. 
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This links to the term „noble savage‟, often used critically to discuss idealized representations of  
indigenous people more generally. A dominant illustration of this representation embodies a 
distant admiration coupled with static identities and unchangeable difference. In Visual Media 
and the Primitivist Perplex, Harold Prins describes the stereotypical visual representation of this 
group as “tawny humans collaged with soaring eagles or some other form of wildlife 
aesthetically photographed against a backdrop of pristine wilderness” (Prins, 2002: 1). 
Interestingly, Prins also examines the way in which indigenous peoples can play into these 
representational stereotypes, arguing that they may not only recognize it, but use it as an 
imperative for action and a structure of comprehension, thus it “may serve as a persuasive 
device in their collective quest for biological and cultural survival” (ibid). Prins further argues that 
the discourse of primitivism is used as a: 
 
“…quick wrapping of the „other‟...it has long been a defining device in European 
portrayals of indigenous peoples. Its stereotypic imagery represents an obvious 
message: a modern Moloch is about to devour a pristine wilderness where free humans 
still embrace ancient traditions of natural beauty and purity” (Prins, 2002: 3) 
 
Despite his focus primarily being concerned with Native Americans, he elaborates the 
interesting idea that the representation of the indigenous has a certain format that seems to be 
applicable to all groups no matter where they originate, and also can be used by the indigenous 
themselves as a tool to gain acknowledgment and certain forms of power. This „power‟ however, 
is again trapped within the confines of the UN definition and is therefore limited in scope. 
 
Representations of the Inuit 
The Inuit of today, of whom there are about 150.000, are presumed to have historical bonds 
with ancestors having inhabited the Arctic region for thousands of years and predominantly 
living in minor scattered fishing and hunting communities across present day Alaska, Canada, 
Greenland and Siberia. The relatively sparse knowledge that exists on the history of the Arctic 
and the Inuit today is due to the lack of written sources and predominant reliance on folklore and 
archaeological research.7 The earliest known encounter between the Inuit and Europeans was 
                                               
7
 Furthermore it could be added here that history as a scientific discipline arose as a project connected to 
the 19th century rise of nation states, and that territories falling outside such entities were left out of 
history, in a sense (roughly speaking). The Arctic can largely be thought of in terms of nations/peoples 
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with Scandinavians, who settled in south-western Greenland around the year 1000 (as they had 
done in the previously uninhabited Iceland and Faroe Islands), and with whom they are believed 
to have engaged in trade (see Sørensen 2013; Thorleifsen et al 2012: 48). Basque and Dutch 
whalers and explorers, among others, went on to frequent the Arctic Ocean from the 16th 
century onward.  
 
Even though the density of information on the Inuit can be said to have increased along with 
such contact, a critical/factual framework was not readily available when the broader European 
public was initially introduced to exoticized versions of the Inuit. Over the course of the 19th 
century, and well into the 20th century, ethnological exhibitions displaying „primitive people‟ 
became a thriving business all across Europe. Inuit and other indigenes were brought in from 
the colonies to be stereotypically staged in zoos, amusement parks and numerous World 
Exhibitions of the time. They were supposed to demonstrate the „lower stages of evolution‟ and 
they served as the objects of both wonder, horror and ridicule (see Andreassen & Kershen 
2015: 4). Subsequently the Inuit became a widely used subject in popular culture ranging from 
children‟s books to some of the earliest documentary films: Nanook of the North (1922), Kivalina 
of the Ice Land (1925), Frozen Justice (1929) and Igloo (1932). All served to reproduce certain 
stereotypes (Steckley 2007: 14). Laura Martin (1986) fittingly sums up some common 
misconceptions, stating that: 
 
“Arctic peoples, among the most easily recognized ethnographic populations, remain a 
poorly understood group about whom other easy generalizations are routine: they eat 
only raw meat, they give their wives as gifts to strangers, they rub noses instead of 
kissing, they send their elderly out on ice floes to die. We are prepared to believe almost 
anything about such an unfamiliar and peculiar group.” (Martin quoted in Steckley 2007: 
9) 
 
The misconception that the Inuit only eat raw meat has a connection with the previously 
common term „Eskimo‟ in that it was mistakenly thought to mean “raw meat eaters”, and many 
such ideas have a way of sticking. Kirsten Thisted (2013) adds to this by stating that, “Inuit are 
known and admired for having survived in a region where even the bravest and the the most 
famous white men have succumbed”. She argues that they are so closely associated with 
                                                                                                                                                       
without their own states (i.e. not nation states). Today, however, Greenland is with its extended Home-
rule (Self-rule) closer than ever to adopting this model of society. 
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hunting and the culture surrounding this, that people now find it almost impossible to imagine 
them without it (2013:229). 
The Case of Greenland and the Current Situation 
There are different stakes when considering the regions included in this paper. On the one hand 
the inhabitants of the Faroe Islands share a Norse/Northern European descent with their 
subsequent colonizers (the first Faroe Islanders were Celtic and Norwegian settlers, as 
mentioned), while, on the other hand, the Arctic - including Greenland - has historically been 
populated by indigenes subsequently subjugated to the power of (culturally unrelated) outsiders. 
These differences were recently pointed out in Lill-Ann Körber and Ebbe Volquardsens 
anthology The Postcolonial North Atlantic: Iceland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands (2014: 13-
14). 
 
After centuries of ill-enforced Danish-Norwegian interest in Greenland, missionary Hans Egede 
claimed Greenland once and for all in 1721 as he established the first of several missions and 
trade stations. In time a trade monopoly was established through The Royal Greenlandic 
Trading Company (den Kongelige Grønlandske Handel, KGH), which lasted until 1950 and 
practically meant isolation of Greenland and its inhabitants, whose salaries for fishing and 
whaling were either a modest portion of their own catch, or in a ny case significantly lower than 
their European colleagues (Thorleifsen et al 2012: 177-179, 199). The Danish colonization of 
Greenland provides a window into outside representations of Inuit people namely in the sense 
that in a time where liberal ideas were spreading across Europe, it was possible to maintain the 
state of things in Greenland, by arguing along the lines of the Inuit not being „mature enough‟ for 
free trade. This is what Danish government official H.J. Rink (1819-1893) did in his writings on 
the material and spiritual culture of the Greenlanders, in which they were described as untidy, 
undisciplined, and uncultivated (Jensen 2012: eg. 182; Thorleifsen et al 2012: 200-201). In other 
words, there was an official approach based in a mix of paternalism and protectionism. Even 
though it applies to both Iceland, The Faroe Islands and Greenland, it does nonetheless come 
across quite true in relation to the latter, when Körber and Volquardsen state that,  
 
“Since the mid-19th century, Danes have continually employed mother-child metaphors 
when describing their country‟s relationship with its North Atlantic dependencies.” 
(Körber & Volquardsen 2014: 8). 
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Since Greenland‟s colonial status officially ended with its inclusion as a Danish county in 1953, 
the subsequent modernization process (although the Greenlanders paid a dear price for this), 
the „indigenous/national awakening‟ of the 1970‟s leading up to the Home Rule Act in 1979 and, 
more recently, events surrounding the Self Rule Act of 2009, representations seem to have 
undergone gradual change through discursive negotiations in which the Greenlanders 
themselves have increasingly participated, while „mother Denmark‟ has assumed a more 
withdrawn position (Gad 2014: 111). Then vice chair of the Inuit Circumpolar Council, Aqqaluk 
Lynge, stressed the necessity of looking both to the past and the future as he stated in his 
speech at a 2011 conference addressing the challenge of climate change: 
 
“We are an adaptable and pragmatic people. We have taken on new technologies very 
quickly when it was in our interest to do so”, and subsequently added: “I hope Inuit will 
be supported in our efforts to preserve our cultural heritage.” (Lynge 2011: 2-3). 
 
In many respects such pragmatism has become the norm in Inuit and Greenlandic policies, as 
both desires to maintain a certain heritage and meet present challenges must be fulfilled. In 
other instances Greenlanders have more or less wholly rejected the indigenous-label. This was 
done for example by the former premier of Greenland, Lars Emil Johansen, in 2008 as he 
proclaimed that the Greenlandic people have “moved up to a higher tier of international law”. In 
doing so, however, he can be said to add to a hierarchy that places indigenous people, and their 
„law‟, on the bottom tier of the international community (Thisted, 2013:235). In addition, Jeppe 
Strandsbjerg wrote an article in Politiken in 2011 urging Greenlanders to decide whether to be 
indigenous, as in, an ethnically defined community of Inuit, or a territorially defined society 
(Thisted 2013: 236). In doing so, he defined two types of Greenlander, and suggests that only 
the „culture preserving‟ category can be regarded as indigenous – somewhat in line with the 
previously outlined UN-criteria. Formally rejecting such a category does have direct 
consequences, as for instance the International Whaling Commission (IWC) authorizes 
indigenous people to catch whales as long as it is done purely for „subsistence‟ needs and not 
for „commercial‟ activities. Greenlanders and Alaskans fall into this category, and have to testify 
their own „primitiveness‟ at the annual IWC meetings in order to continue with their whaling 
pursuits (Kalland, 1996: 5). Returning to the previously mentioned seven UN criteria, it seems 
that choice of representation is also a matter of an ongoing search for balance within the 
Greenlandic community, as answers to several of these criteria entail some ambiguity. 
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Violence of Representation  
Both Arturo Escobar and Rob Nixon have focused different aspects of the power relations 
between the Global North and South, in connection to colonial history. They both work with 
similar concepts and the idea of cultural violence in different situations, but have a different 
focus. For instance, Escobar works with the violence of representation and other aspects of 
postcolonial cultural violence, whereas Nixon solely focuses on his main concept, Slow 
Violence. Both understandings of the concept describe an invisible, long-during and often 
distant violence by the Global North inflicted on the Global South. Escobar works with the 
distinction between the Western World and the Third world, whereas Nixon works with the 
Global North and South. This might be because Nixon‟s work is newer and the Global North and 
South are relatively new concepts, within a similar discussion. Both of these understandings are 
based on a primary focus on problems that has an economic solution, but which strengthens the 
superiority of the West and Global North, in several relations. The economic factor seems to be 
even greater today than when Escobar in 1995 published the used work, with the neo-liberalistic 
order constituting itself more and more. However, in order to understand the importance of 
colonial heritage and „being civilised‟ when investigating Faroese and Arctic whaling, Escobar 
and Nixon provide insight.   
  
In using Escobar‟s work with the concept of development and how this has contributed to the 
creation of the third world, it should be noted that it is not the intention to investigate the Faroe 
Islands or the Arctic as a third world area. It should also be noted that Escobar‟s work is from 
the 1990s, and that the concepts he uses are based on a historical context from that time. We 
take his concepts and apply them to a contemporary context, where the Third World is not 
necessarily equal to the Global South, and where the West is not necessarily the Global North. 
What can be drawn from Escobar in relation to representations of whaling is the construction of 
development and the understandings of modernity development entails. As Escobar argues, 
development is linked to the understanding of modernity and civilisation which is of European 
origin and a way for the European to rule out the non-European. The history of modern Western 
Europe therefore also constructs the non-European. He works with development as a cultural 
space where it becomes possible for the western world to dominate. In this space there is a 
definition of the Third World that is not necessarily the truth, but more a sign of western power 
over the Third World. Only in the Western world does this description make sense, but the 
consequences of this definition have profound significance for the Third World, both politically, 
economically and culturally. The creation of this discourse from which the description is 
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produced, is under conditions of unequal power and is what is referred to as “the colonialist 
move” (Escobar 1995: 3-12).   
  
With colonies and imperialism, the understanding of the West as superior spread, alongside the 
idea of civilisation. Civilisation and development was marked by science and technology which 
lead to an exploitation of nature. This divided the urban and nature, and the perception of nature 
changed to become a wilderness open for economic opportunity. Development became equal to 
money, and to be developed meant using natural resources for economic gain. In relation to 
this, the problematisation of poverty was created in such a way, that the solution was financial. 
Development therefore became a solution to poverty (Ibid: 30-35)  
  
Escobar talks about the violence of representation in relation to the language of hunger and the 
dispersion of power. He explains how hunger and poverty have been problematised by a 
population which has no experience with it. These problems have been constructed in such a 
way that solutions to problems in poverty stricken countries can only be solved by richer 
nations. This amplifies an already existing power construction where poor or „undeveloped‟ 
countries are economically, politically and culturally oppressed by wealthy nations in the 
western world. Escobar uses an image of a starving African child on a front page of a magazine 
read by a white person, who later adopts an African child, as an image of the western power 
over the third world. This image and the way hunger is problematized, dehumanizes and 
objectifies the life behind this hunger. The language of hunger and the hunger of language 
together, creates and upholds a social order of symbolic violence. This is constantly being 
deployed in the invisible rationales of institutions which are successful in doing this and in the 
reproduction of themselves, which causes certain relations of dominance to prevail. Within the 
discourses on development, civilisation and modernity, the suppressed „peasants‟ do not have 
their own voice, and their problems are being voiced by people outside of the problem and 
outside of the responsibility. The violence of representation can in this sense be said to be the 
consequences of the problematisation, and the solutions that come from outside the problem. 
The violence consists of the descriptions that keep some populations suppressed within these 
discourses, and as a result, the representation grounded in the description (Ibid: 102-110).   
  
What can be drawn from Escobar‟s work in relation to representations of Faroese and Arctic 
whaling are the discourses that overlap in the debate. Escobar shows, through his explanation 
of development and violence of representation, that discourses are malleable, and that factors 
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which might seem hidden and historically irrelevant, still have significance to perceptions of the 
Faroes, the Arctic, and their activities.   
      
Nixon‟s key concept of slow violence denotes the changes of the environment and climate due 
to pollution. A pollution that has primarily been created by the Global North, but to a greater 
extent affects the Global South. These environmental crises are caused by toxic drift, oil spills, 
deforestation and the environmental aftermath of war but the places that are affected by this, 
are the poor countries in the South. An aspect of this violence Nixon discusses is the meaning 
given to moments of conception, in relation to the beginning of a certain era or problem. He 
talks about this current globalizing age as the Anthropocene, beginning with the invention of the 
steam engine. Nixon finds it important to question how the Anthropogenic age ultimately affects 
our understanding of the moments of conceptions, and the consequences of them.   
  
Nixon‟s explanation on slow violence provides another important tool when investigating Arctic 
relations to the Global North and South. The Arctic has been subject to the slow violence Nixon 
presents, because environmental changes directly affect indigenous people living there.   
The slow violence is challenging especially because it is slow. In these technological times 
where there is a new invention every day and we are used to many different impressions on 
many channels at the same time, the news of something slowly evolving, might not get caught 
in our “attention span” (Nixon 2011: 8-10). Our sense of time does not allow for this violence to 
be something we focus particularly on in a long-term sense. It is commonly something that is 
being dealt with in political periods of 3-4 years, which is not nearly enough when dealing with 
environmental issues. Because the process of the destruction is in our understanding of it, slow, 
it loses to more spectacular problems. At the same time there is the question of who is allowed 
to raise the issue and demand action on the environmental crisis. Because of the power relation 
between the Global North and South it is difficult for countries experiencing real damage from 
the crisis, often in the Global South, to be heard. Affected countries‟ voices are not allowed and 
they are not accepted as witnesses to environmental calamities. They have become a distant 
dumping ground for the Global North and are not able to solve a global problem locally, and are 
further challenged by the character of the problem. The problem is long-term and not immediate 
for the nations they need to cooperate with (Ibid: 10-16).  
  
Nixon also discusses another relevant obstacle for the environmental crisis to be solved, and 
one embedded in the discourse. The Global South‟s attempt to fight against the neoliberal order 
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in the Global North can be seen as a sign of something positive, and leaves the impression that 
there is no oppression. If the populations in the Global South are free to react it must mean that 
they are equal with the populations in the Global North, which then cannot be defined as the 
executioners. Suddenly the environmental crisis gets a positive label, giving power to the Global 
South and equalizing the two poles (Ibid: 17-22). Although Nixon is focusing on climate change, 
this is relevant to include as it relates to indigenous agency. The agency Inuit gain through their 
indigenous label enables them to argue for their practices as being precious because they are 
indigenous activities. This „agency‟ is could be represented as positive, however, it would also 
invisibilise the act of labelling in itself that stems from the power of the Global North over the 
Global South. The fact that they have to argue for the indigeneity in their (whaling) practices as 
leverage in order for it to be perceived as legitimate from a western perspective is testament to 
this power relation.  
  
Both Escobar and Nixon provide a theoretical understanding of the discourses in the whaling 
debate and the representations in the films, and how they are closely related to the concept of 
civilisation and colonial heritage. The representations of Faroese and Arctic whaling are created 
with and within certain power relations and are tools of assistance when understanding the two 
documentaries‟ representations in this context.    
Documentary Style 
As we are approaching the analytical part of this project, we will now introduce the different 
styles that might be at play in the documentaries. To do so, we will draw on Bill Nichols and his 
work on documentary theory. 
Each documentary has its own distinctive voice, and this voice can be explored thinking in terms 
of different modes or styles. Contemporary documentary film theorist Bill Nichols (2001/2010) 
divides the genre into six such modes: Poetic, expository, observational, participatory, reflexive 
and performative documentaries. The two first can be called the classic modes, as they were 
the dominant styles in the early documentaries of the 1920‟s, and still are widely practiced today 
– namely in science-, nature-, history- and biographical documentaries (Nichols 2010: 160). The 
observational and participatory modes gained some terrain in the early 1960‟s in connection 
with the cinema verité movement, whereas the performative and reflexive modes has long 
served as an undercurrent and has gained some prominence since the 1980‟s. This is not to 
say that the different modes have chronologically replaced each other or that they are mutually 
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exclusive, as they have indeed co-existed and still do – even within the same films. But they 
each embody different trends. 
The poetic mode documentary is edited and arranged in terms of patterns and juxtapositions, 
as opposed to continuity editing. It applies minimal direct involvement of its social actors, which 
means that they do not stand out as complex individuals, but instead they work as yet another 
piece in an overall pattern of associations. This mode of documentary persuades the audience 
primarily through mood, tone, aesthetics, etc. (Nichols 2010: 162-167) 
The expository documentary which according to Nichols is the most prevalent mode today, 
relies largely on a logical argument or perspective built up through the film by an authoritative 
and presumably objective/omniscient “voice-of-God”-type narrator. As with the poetic mode, 
only minimal engagement of social actors is included. They and the films other images serve as 
evidence for the overall argument or perspective, and as such the editing is done along the lines 
of the argument rather than the rhythm and patterns of the poetic mode. This type of editing has 
been called “evidentiary editing” (Nichols 2010: 167-172). 
The observational mode relies on observation without the overt intervention of the filmmaker, 
who aims to take on the role of a “fly on the wall”. It is characteristic of this mode not to make 
use of voice-overs, background music, sound effects or even interviews, although “masked 
interviews” may take place at times (Nichols 2010: 177). In other words, minimal use of staging, 
arrangement and composition are crucial here, as opposed to the poetic and expository modes. 
The seemingly passive role of the filmmaker is supposed to let the audience “decide for 
themselves”, but of course things are not quite as simple as that. The fact that the filmmaker 
does not confront what he/she sees through the lens, combined with the inevitable significance 
of the camera‟s presence for the social actors portrayed, pose some challenges. The filmmaker 
seeks to merely document the historical world, but will inevitably be a part of its construction to 
some degree. And in any case choosing the relevant sequences, the framing and the overall 
contextualization of the film happens at the hands of its maker (Nichols 2010: 172-179). 
In participatory mode documentaries the filmmaker appears before the lens as he/she 
interacts with the film‟s subjects. Similarly to anthropological method – although usually to a far 
lesser extent – the researcher may take part in the lives of the subjects, gain knowledge from 
the inside and then reflect on the experience. As opposed to the observational mode, it is 
openly revealed to the audience, how the encounter between the social actor and the filmmaker 
affects the situation - sometimes in such a way that the latter stands out as a social actor too. 
Nevertheless it is difficult to avoid uneven power relations between the two, and the filmmaker 
can assume as many roles as for instance the “mentor, critic, interrogator, collaborator, or 
provocateur” (Nichols 2010: 184). It is ultimately the filmmaker who controls the camera, and it 
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is his/her engagement with the story that guides the attention of the audience. Furthermore it is 
common to include occasional voice-overs recounting a historical context (Nichols 2010: 188). 
In line with Brecht‟s verfremdungseffekt the reflexive mode documentary seeks to address the 
problems of representing the historical world, either in the documentary form itself or the political 
perspectives within it. As such the goal of the reflexive mode differs fundamentally from that of 
the other modes.  It seeks to put on display the ways in which documentaries tend to persuade 
through compelling narratives. This has been done for instance by revealing staged situations 
after having them appear as real (as in T. Minh-ha Trinh‟s Surname Viet Given Name Nam 
(1989)); by letting the audience in on the editing process (as in Dziga Vertov‟s Man with a Movie 
Camera (1929)); or by satirizing common presumptions about the film‟s subjects (as in Luis 
Buñuel‟s Land without Bread (1933), where the narrator brings forward increasingly absurd 
claims). What such approaches have in common is that they rely on the ability to astound the 
audience, hence causing a sudden effective realization (Nichols 2010: 194-199). The 
performative mode is also discussed by Nichols, however it is not elaborated upon here, as we 
have not identified it as part of any of the two documentaries in question. 
Points of interest are used to structure the analysis, but the style is highlighted throughout in 
relation to these. 
Analysis 
In order to see how these films both show and function as representations of whaling, first and 
foremost they need to be analysed as texts in themselves. This sort of analysis is an imminent 
analysis where we encounter the material from a perspective of certain questions.  
 
In order to do this, certain tools have been utilised stemming from representation theory to 
understand how the language, visuals and overall composition of the documentaries play a part 
in the building up of discursive representations, and documentary style theory, in order to 
understand what sort of texts they are. This also affects and contributes to the fact that we 
cannot encounter the material without a certain knowledge about the films and their position as 
cultural products. However, being aware of this standpoint allows us to expand our knowledge 
on this subject and challenge it.  
 
The analysis is structured to highlight the main points of interest found in each documentary. 
Each of these are then elaborated and analysed using examples. Both documentaries are long 
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and detailed, and it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss every element, so certain 
scenes are chosen on the basis of which are the most poignant and interesting from our 
analytical perspective. However it should be noted that other scenes from the documentaries 
also have an influence on the overall understanding of the purpose and influence and are taken 
into account. 
  
The headlines for our points of interest in the BBC documentary are: “Narrative Style and 
Voices”, “Hunter Narrative8”, and “A Lost Culture”.  
 
For the RT documentary they are “Narrative Style and Voices”, “Hunter Narrative” and “Culture 
and Tradition”. 
BBC Documentary 
Narrative and Voices 
This documentary begins with an outside view of the Earth, accompanied by epic string music 
and the voice of narrator, John Hurt, introducing the “man surviving in nature” framework of this 
series of documentaries (Human Planet). In the opening scenes, as the lens proceeds to zoom 
in on the Arctic, the nature and climate of the region is dramatically outlined, and the „hostile‟ 
nature of the Arctic is discussed and reiterated: 
  
 “At the top of our planet lies one of the most remote places on earth [pause]: The Arctic 
[pause]. In winter the region is frozen and dark for months on end. There are no trees, 
and there are no plants to eat [pause]. We humans were not built to survive in an 
environment as hostile as this, and yet 4 million people live here. Their survival relies on 
an intimate knowledge of this: [pause] the most hostile habitat on earth” (Narrator: 00:40-
1:44). 
  
The use of pauses in the narration also adds to the dramatization of this statement: the idea that 
these people probably shouldn‟t be living here, but amazingly, they have learnt to adapt. This is 
also evidence that this documentary takes on the style of the expository documentary discussed 
                                               
8
 Narrative is often used throughout this section, and it should be made clear that the word is used in a literal sense - 
“the story, and the way the story is told” instead of a broader concept of historical narratives that play a part in 
perpetuating discourse.  
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in the previous section, the “voice-of-God”-type narrator, that seems quite literally to come from 
beyond earth, is introduced early on and continues to be the main source of information 
throughout. It is almost like a fairytale, the remoteness and living conditions seemingly out of 
this world. Indeed, the narrator frequently uses the term „hunting calendar‟ instead of seasons 
and months, suggesting these people do not reside in the same timeframe as the rest of the 
world due to the short summers, long winters and different patterns of daylight. 
  
This introduction also sets the scene for what happens in the rest of the documentary: a 
dramatic story of how a seemingly uninhabitable land has surprisingly been a home for Inuit due 
to their „intimate knowledge‟ and „connection to nature‟. 
  
In accordance with the poetic and expository modes of documentary film this documentary 
jumps back and forth in time and place. It is edited along the lines of associations within a 
particular perspective (the one introduced to begin with) and not temporal continuity. Due to  
this, the viewer is only shown certain aspects of the subject‟s lives and not given the whole 
picture, or a backstory of the characters: for instance the subjects going to the shop, chatting 
about their day, making use of modern conveniences or simply being indoors. 
  
It appears that a number of measures are taken to make sure nothing departs from this 
framework. First of all, the Greenlandic (as well as the Canadian Inuit and the Saami people 
depicted, but interestingly not the English-speaking Canadians) are hardly ever filmed speaking 
and never speak directly to the camera. This leaves the narrator in charge to provide most of 
the information in the documentary. The limited information the viewer does get from the filmed 
subjects comes in the form of voice-overs and subtitles. They are accompanied by grandiose 
visual sequences of nature, hunting activities and the likes. Subtitles appear in varying/random 
places on the screen, and then gently “melt” away. The brief statements they are granted seem 
selectively cut to serve as subsequent evidence for the statements of the narrator, as in the 
following cases: 
  
● Narrator, John Hurt: “Their dogs are essential. At this time of year the dogsled is their 
only means of transportation.” Hunter, Amos Jensen: “My dogs are very important to me. 
A hunter‟s survival depends on well-fed dogs (Narrator & Hunter, translated subtitle: 
03:43-03:58).”  
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● Narrator, John Hurt: “Narwhal are extremely skittish, so the hunters enter the water with 
care.” Hunter, Mamarut [?] Kristiansen: “Even the tiniest mistake, like a strange splash 
with your paddle, and they will notice it immediately.” (Narrator & Hunter, translated 
subtitle: 23:43-23:57) 
 
Using a narrator in this way builds a certain hierarchy in the documentary. Ultimately, the power 
is in the hands of the voice that explains the focus of a particular scene. Although the visuals 
are clearly important, the „storyteller‟ is the anchor. This also means the narrator can choose 
which aspects to discuss and which not to. An example of this selective narration relates to 
modern conveniences: although the Inuit people do have sleeping bags, modern clothing, gas 
cookers and so on, in most cases they are not mentioned by the narrator. What is mentioned 
and focused upon, however, are the sleds, dogs, wooden houses, snow and ultimately nature. 
  
At times when modern conveniences become integral to the actions of the filmed subjects and 
they cannot be ignored, such as when snow-scooters are used instead of dogsleds, it seems as 
though they are downplayed in the narration. Hurt explains the following about a particular 
group of hunters: 
  
“They prefer snowmobiles to dogsleds. And they don‟t bother to bring along a shelter 
either. Everything they need to protect themselves from the elements is right beneath 
their feet [referring to snow to build an igloo]” (Narrator: 12:46-13:06) 
  
Perhaps this is because these modern conveniences do not fit within the predetermined 
narrative of men living in the wild and hunting using traditional methods. This will be discussed 
in more depth in the following section. Yet what is strange about this line of logic is that it 
somehow manages to point the use of snowmobiles back to proof of the Inuit‟s unchangeable 
close bond with nature, instead of mentioning it as an example of change, and thus nuancing 
the story. Indeed, throughout the whole documentary there is very little discussion of any kind of 
modernisation, or potential clashes with the traditional Inuit lifestyle that it portrays. The only 
exception occurs in the final scenes when the viewer is taken to the Canadian city Churchtown. 
However this is not a clash as such, since it is no longer about indigenous groups but about 
white, English speaking Canadians. 
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What many of the sequences have in common is their action/adventure-style framework: with 
the help of background music, sound effects and colourful adjectives, suspense is gradually 
built up to a crucial point of action, which is finally resolved in a kind of “happy ending.” 
Background music accompanies almost the entire film, underpinning each sequence and tying 
them together. The moods of this music vary between (1) epic, (2) dramatic/suspense (plus at 
times a “tribal”-like female voice singing), and (3) jolly (almost Christmas style) depending on 
the required atmosphere. As it is common in poetic mode documentaries, this film most 
definitely seeks to persuade its audience through mood, tone and aesthetics (Nichols 2010: 
166). 
  
Interestingly, there is a part at the end of the documentary that moves away from this narration 
style. In the additional 10 minute behind the lens-part there seems to be something slightly 
different at play. Here the previously portrayed narwhal hunt in Qaanaaq is revisited, but with 
the camera crew appearing on screen and with the narrative focus centred on their challenges 
documenting the narwhal hunt, as opposed to the previous focus on the Greenlandic Inuit in this 
scene. Equivalent parts wrap up each of the other seven documentaries in the Human Planet-
series, and one might wonder why the filmmakers chose to make an additional part out of this 
instead of integrating it throughout. 
  
As with the main part of the film, the narrator guides the audience, stating in the introduction: 
“Even knowing the risks, no one could have foreseen quite how much drama they [the Human 
Planet crew] would face in this treacherous place (Narrator: 48:45-48:50).” In other words, a 
crucial purpose of this section is to make an additional dramatic point out of the camera crew‟s 
challenges documenting the hunt – a kind of “against-all-odds”-story. With their appearance 
before the camera it may seem as if something similar to participatory mode documentaries is 
going on, but ultimately this is no endeavour to reveal how the encounter between the crew and 
the Greenlanders affect the situation. There is no recorded interaction between the Inuit and the 
filmmakers - they remain separated. This could be due to very practical reasons, such as the 
Inuit people perhaps not speaking English, and the filmmakers not speaking Greenlandic. 
However there is an instance where the Inuit are instructing the crew (when the ice is melting for 
example, and they need to move to safety), and one of the Inuit men instructs the crew in 
English before the camera is shut off.  
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This suggests that the lack of linguistic interaction is deliberate to maintain a level of distance 
between the crew and the Inuit, who are represented as being from different worlds, in order to 
continue the ongoing separation between the modern (the crew) and the traditional (the Inuit). 
Symptomatically the former interacts directly with the camera, whereas the latter is once again 
hardly shown speaking at all. Considering this, it has a strangely hollow ring to it when the 
narrator concludes: “This shoot, more than any other, highlights the importance of the complete 
trust between the Human Planet crew and the local Inuit – in a place where knowing your 
environment is the key to survival” (Narrator: 57:57-58:11). 
Hunter Narrative 
Following from the analysis of the narrative in the BBC documentary, it seems important to 
discuss the focus of this narration. The very opening scenes quickly make it quite clear that this 
documentary is not about modern Arctic life, social problems or urbanisation: from the offset this 
documentary wants to show, quite literally, men hunting in the wild for survival. 
  
Our focus is predominantly on the scenes based in Greenland. This is because a) although the 
need for food and hunting is discussed in the scenes with the Inuit in Canada (they are 
gathering mussels) the main hunting (and the whale hunting) sequences are based in 
Greenland and b) the film returns regularly to Greenland, making it feel like the „base‟ for the 
other scenes. 
  
In order to illustrate and analyse how this hunting narrative is depicted, two specific sections of 
the documentary will take primary focus. The first, when two men from Greenland go to hunt 
Greenlandic sharks, and the second, when three brothers in Greenland go to hunt narwhals. 
Our reasons for choosing the narwhal scene relate to the focus of the paper, and the desire to 
discuss the representation of this kill. The reasons for the second choice include the fact that 
the Greenlandic shark is the first hunting scene, and therefore feels particularly poignant. It is 
about hunting a large animal from the ocean, unlike other scenes where the Inuit are shown 
catching birds in a net, or gathering mussels under the sea ice, so at the same time it feels like 
a suitable contrast to the narwhal scene. 
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The Greenlandic Shark 
The first „story‟ takes a point of departure in the dogs that the Inuit use to pull the sled. They 
need feeding, and in order to show this the documentary follows two Greenlandic Inuit men, 
Frederick and Amos, who go fishing. 
  
“a hunter‟s survival depends on well fed dogs” (Amos/Frederick: 3:56-3:58, translated subtitle). 
  
As they travel across the ice with their hut on their sled, backdrops of the landscape, ice, sunset 
and the northern lights illustrate these scenes. The mythical, haunting music is played. As night 
falls, the temperature (-35 degrees) is the focus, and the proximity of death is introduced once 
again: 
  
“Without their hut, Amos and Frederik would freeze to death” (Narrator: 6:31-6:36). 
  
In the morning, something has been caught. The dramatic tension is increased with the music 
that continuously gains momentum and suspense. It appears that both men are suitably 
shocked and impressed with this heavy „catch‟. The music peaks when the shark‟s tail emerges 
from the hole they have created in the ice, and the huge creature is shown in all its glory from 
an underwater shot. The descriptive language used by the narrator suggests no pity for the 
shark, in spite of its potential age. Instead, the shark is introduced as a killer, not a peaceful 
animal friend (like the dogs, for example): 
  
●  “a real life Arctic sea monster” (Narrator: 04:36-04:37) 
● “It is one of the largest predators in these seas. Researchers have found caribou and 
even polar bears in its stomach” (Narrator: 8:40 - 8:52) 
  
In spite of this huge catch, it is pointed out that this will only feed the hunters dogs for two 
weeks. Once again, the viewer is brought back to the difficult plight of the Greenlandic people, 
and although the narrator does not explicitly say it, it is suggested that if the Greenlandic people 
do not hunt or fish they will have no food, for their dogs or for themselves. 
  
However, this sequence also suggests strength in the Inuit people: inventing ingenious ways to 
stay warm (taking a hut with them on a sled when they go to fish), ways to break through the ice 
and pull up large catches, „beating‟ the Arctic sea monster and so on. The specific hunting 
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narrative in this scene is about fishing, and in fishing, a big catch is a triumph. This is echoed in 
the music and the narration, suggesting this catch is a happy finale to an otherwise difficult day. 
In this sense, it could be interpreted that the Inuit have mastered and beaten nature, in spite of 
the hostile and extremely difficult conditions. 
 
The Narwhal 
The summer comes to Greenland, and the sea ice begins to melt. This melting “triggers an 
annual summer migration” (Narrator: 17:57-18:02), which brings animals, including narwhal, to 
the waters surrounding Greenland. The music is upbeat and hopeful, the landscape seems to 
be less treacherous, the sun is shining. Three brothers from Northern Greenland are shown 
sledding across the ice: 
  
 “..rushing to keep the most important appointment in their hunting calendar. Their goal 
is the most precious food in the Arctic…[long pause while camera pans down over 
creatures swimming through small break in ice]...Narwhal. These legendary whales are 
looking for a way into the bay. This is a mythic creature. ” (Narrator: 18:44-19-28) 
  
The poetic style, discussed by Nichols, is used to further emphasise the importance of the 
narwhal. The fact that the name of the creature has a huge introductory pause before it is said 
by the narrator, the music, and the language all play into this narrative. For example, the use of 
the words „mythic‟, „precious‟, and „legendary‟, already suggest that these animals are 
something special. Contrasted with the description of the shark, it is clear that the whales hold a 
different status in this documentary. Yet it is unclear where this mythical, legendary status stems 
from: is it from the western mythology of whales, or Inuit mythology? 
  
The status given to the narwhal becomes even heavier as the Narrator begins to explain how 
important they are for the „survival‟ of the Inuit people: 
  
● “(it is the ) source of one of the rarest foods in the Arctic….vitamin C” (Narrator: 19:35-
19:41) 
● “The Inuit don‟t have alternatives” (Narrator: 19:5-19:53) 
● “Narwhal skin ounce for ounce contains almost as much vitamin C as oranges” 
(Narrator: 26:59-27:02) 
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● “Without Narwhal, it is doubtful that the Inuit would ever have survived in this part of the 
Arctic” (Narrator 27:11 - 27:17) 
  
A few important things come to the fore during this scene. Firstly, that the Inuit people are very 
dependent on the narwhal, and that this means the killing is somehow justified. The reiteration 
of them having “no alternatives”, narwhal being the “rarest food”, and the fact that a successful 
kill “will benefit the whole community” (Narrator 26:30-26:32) makes it feel as though, unlike the 
shark scene, this killing needs defence. The move from the introduction of this mythic, 
legendary creature to the constant justification of the killing itself suggests there is perhaps 
some controversy in this act, and that the documentary makers are aware of this. This also in 
turn suggests who the viewer is expected to be: somebody who may find this type of killing 
offensive, and who does not necessarily understand some of the reasons behind whale killing, 
but will hopefully be placated by the reasoning presented.  
  
Not only this, but it seems that the ecological view that these whales ensure human survival and 
therefore deserve some level of respect is purported by the documentary makers. This could be 
the reasoning behind such a grandiose explanation of the narwhal. Yet the viewer is given no 
information about the Inuit‟s feelings on the narwhal: whether they see it as mythical and 
legendary is apparently not important here. 
  
 It is also interesting to note that the language used by the narrator concerning the hunt and kill 
itself is very similar to that used in other documentaries on animals killing other animals (e.g. 
lion killing an antelope). This conjures images of a „back to basics‟ style of hunting from our 
past, the top predator (humans) and the prey (other animals). The music also, at this point, 
takes on a „hunt‟ like quality: drums beating, voices wailing and singing in an unknown tongue, 
fast paced and full of tension, peaking at certain key points (when the Inuit man spears the 
whale, for example).9 
  
● “It‟s an ambush” (Narrator: 24:16-24:17) 
● “Especially during the approach, Nikolay must be silent and directly behind his prey” 
(Narrator: 25:08-25:18) 
                                               
9
 However, it should be noted that this could be because „animals hunting other animals‟ style documentaries have a 
longer representational history. It is easier to film animals hunting one another in the Savannah than drag film 
equipment across melting sheets of ice in subzero temperatures. Perhaps at this point, the filmmakers were merely 
following this style due to a lack of other frameworks to build upon. 
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As a viewer, these areas of focus from the narrator, the chosen snippets of speech from the 
Greenlandic Inuit people, and the poetic/expository style of the documentary, builds up evidence 
to a line of argument that seems to conclude several things. Firstly, that Inuit hunt to survive and 
that there are no other means of sustenance available to them. Secondly, this is something to 
be understood, acknowledged, celebrated, defended and preserved. Thirdly, that these people 
do not live in the „modern‟ world, that the viewer is presumably used to, but in another cruel, 
beautiful, basic and dangerous world. Finally, that it is men that hunt in Greenland (there are no 
women shown in any of the hunting scenes that involve catching and killing a wild animal) and 
these men do so to provide for their communities. 
  
There is also paradox at play within this narrative: that life is difficult and dangerous as a hunter 
in Greenland, but that it is necessary and traditional so should therefore be protected and 
continued. Most probably Greenlandic people have access to other sources of food from other 
parts of the world (though it may be more difficult in the most remote regions) but this is omitted 
from the representation. This could be because the filmmakers felt it did not fit with the idea that 
these people are „at one with nature‟, or perhaps they felt it would be of little interest to the 
viewer. Indeed, watching people walk around a supermarket is hardly ground-breaking visual 
footage, something which seems important to the makers of this documentary. 
  
Imagery and Composition 
The idea that the Arctic is this distant place in a mythical world and time is further enhanced with 
the many shots of the pristine, white wilderness: a wilderness that seems too far away to be 
affected by pollution and climate change although that is far from the reality. At the same time 
the white colour of the ice, snow and mountains, tells us about a landscape that comes off as 
clean and untouched and contributes to the idea of a static nature that will last forever. This 
perception clashes with the challenges for the hunters in the Arctic, for example with the three 
brothers hunting narwhals, caused by the climate changes. In a way the melting ice becomes a 
symbol of the cultural acts that melts away, as the temperature rises – the clean untouched 
nature is no longer as white as before, but turns more blue and green, each year.   
  
In order to explain such a remote place, the narrator tries to give the audience an idea of what 
the landscape consists of and what challenges that bring. In order to do this, he draws on a 
certain set of cultural values. For example, the metaphors “ice is thick enough to support a 
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jumbo jet”, and “They pull their catch up a staggering 800 metres, nearly twice the height of The 
Empire State Building” (Narrator: 07:30-07:37) are used. Using modern monuments and 
technology to illustrate the height of 800 metres, or the depth of the ice, suggests that the 
documentary makers assume the audience have seen the empire state building and can 
therefore visualise such a height. Its use also emphasises the stark contrast of a modern city 
such as New York, or a large jet, to this vast white landscape with no buildings, vehicles or 
skyscrapers, only mountains and ice. This gives us a very clear idea of the presumed audience 
for this documentary: people in touch with urban life. It speaks to a “normal” that is modern 
society, rather than the traditional and, in this case, out of the ordinary. This makes the 
documentary point away from the Arctic people themselves, by representing them as a people 
unfamiliar with this way of life and having a different norm, a different set values. 
 
A Lost Culture10 
In relation to these perceived norms and values, there are several instances where the narration 
in the BBC documentary points towards the age of Inuit culture. This is done by both the 
narrator and the Inuit people themselves: 
  
● “The elders told us make sure you can build an igloo…the younger generation have 
forgotten how to do this, but I hope this knowledge makes a comeback” (Canadian Inuit 
man, subtitle: 13:10-13:50) 
●  “Our ancestors wasted nothing. They used all of the animal and we have inherited these 
skills” (Greenlandic Inuit man, subtitle: 26:41-26:47) 
● (On making kiviaq) “The recipe is thousands of years old” (Narrator: 30:25-30:27). 
  
When narratives of culture are discussed in this form, „time‟ is a key element: it relates to the 
discourse that the developed part of the world is somehow living in the present, whereas 
indigenous people from less developed part of the world are living in the past - not a part of 
modern technology, the 9-5 working day, capitalism or distant from nature, but living a „simple‟ 
life, living from the land, and close to nature. This discourse also represents the latter way of life 
as static - it started in the past, and has not significantly changed. If it has changed, then this is 
                                               
10
  By culture we generally refer to a set of societal norms, a particular way of life, whether a people, a period, a 
group or humanity in general. However in this instance there is also a focus on cultural knowledge – knowledge that 
is passed down through generations and constitutes a general process of intellectual, spiritual and aesthetic 
development. Therefore, in this section it should be understood as a combination of the two (Williams, 1976:90). 
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a move away from tradition, instead of an evolution. This gives an understanding that 
indigenous culture as one that changes and slowly dies instead of evolving, and the perception 
of the Arctic people as an ancient people, threatened by extinction when forced ahead in time 
by the modern world. At the same time, this state is perpetuated by international laws on whale 
hunting: 
  
“hunters can only use traditional methods…this means travelling in kayaks, a craft the 
Inuit invented thousands of years ago” (Narrator, 20:51-20:57) 
 
Ultimately, the way the documentary is filmed and presented creates a story about a people 
who live in an idealised world, connected with their roots as a species - humans living as 
hunters and gatherers, in touch with the seasons, killing what they eat, and living on a day to 
day basis to survive. The way in which this representation plays into certain discourses will be 
looked into in more depth in the discussion. 
RT Documentary 
Narrative style and voices in documentary 
Although with varying emphasis, the RT-film employs elements of both the observational, 
participatory, reflexive, and expository mode. This particular mix of modes and the sense of 
apparent randomness and ambiguity it creates make the film seem unpolished and creates a 
strong sense of realism. It should be noted that unlike purely observational and/or participatory 
documentaries, this film does not unfold along temporal continuity. It is in fact, like fellow 
poetic/expository films, edited according to a line of associations. But it happens in a slightly 
different way, playing more with contrasts and parallels (such as the family and church vs. 
blood, death and brutality) instead of coddling the audience in a harmonic flow. Even without the 
use of voice-overs, the RT documentary‟s form of editing – a subtle kind of “evidentiary editing” - 
allows for the filmmakers to continuously frame sequences in advance, without creating a 
particularly strong sense of ideas being imposed upon the audience. 
  
In accordance with the observational mode the film makes use of neither voice-overs nor sound 
effects, and it makes sparse use of background music, which when finally used is not 
particularly emotionally evoking: the same piece of energetic, yet monotone, harpsichord music 
accompanies landscape- and whale hunt sequences. Furthermore the film includes “masked 
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interviews” (or some might say “vaguely hidden”) in the sense that the role of the filmmakers is 
downplayed, and you rarely hear them speak, but one does not get the illusion that they are not 
present. Despite elements of the observational mode, this is not a purely “fly-on-the-wall” type 
film. Besides from the disclaimer at the very beginning of the film, the most overt intervention of 
the filmmakers happens in the film‟s driving sequences. Here their position is indirectly outlined 
through their questions and answers for one another: 
  
● Example #1: One asks the other: “could you kill a whale?”  The other one answers “no.” 
The first then asks: “how about eat one?”, and the other answers: “I guess I‟ll have to.” 
(Reporters: 05:38-05:49, translated subtitle) 
● Example #2: One asks the other: “Did you like the whale meat?” The other then 
answers: “I like the poem he recited.” The first one explains: “You know, the verse you 
liked was called “Grind”? It was as if after he had eaten the whale, it came alive in him 
and read a poem in whale language. It was great!” (Reporters: 45:48-46:07, translated 
subtitle) 
● Example #3: One says: “Do you know how Europeans call the Faroese?” The other 
replies “How?” The first continues, “They call them “the last barbarians or Europe” 
because they kill whales. And yet in the past few years there hasn‟t been a single 
murder. Well, maybe there was one….. I wonder how many there were in Europe.” 
(Reporters: 33:49 - 34:13, translated subtitle) 
  
While the first example reveals an essential rejection of the whale hunting practice, the second 
example elaborates by implying a call for some otherworldly justice directed towards the 
subject. What the two first examples also have in common is that in both cases the questions 
are to some extent averted, which can be said to add to the film‟s immediate sense of 
impartiality. The third example appears to be a reflection on the practice and the injustice of the 
Faroese being labelled as „barbarians‟ by Europeans, since there has apparently only been one 
murder (compared to all the murders „in Europe‟). 
  
With the exception of these sequences, where the filmmakers are literally at the steering wheel 
of the film, they are only visually introduced a few times in seemingly accidental ways. 
Nonetheless the interviewees‟ direct interaction with the often handheld camera leaves no doubt 
as to their whereabouts. At times one gets a vague sense of how the encounter between 
subject and filmmaker affects the situation, but often there is either no visible response from the 
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documentary makers, or a very limited one, which supposedly leaves it for the viewer to decide. 
These forms of interaction, albeit limited in a direct sense, makes up participatory elements of 
the film, and it could be said that the basis of this documentary is indeed – as in social sciences 
such as anthropology and sociology - about gaining knowledge “from the inside” and then 
reflecting on the experience when following one‟s subjects in their homes and local communities 
- the reflection part, as exposed to the audience, takes place in the car. 
  
Interviews with the young journalist and national TV host, Finnur Koba, serves as an entry to 
understanding the country, its people and traditions, and these interviews are recurrent 
throughout the film. He does not partake in the annual Grind, but claims to be of a 
neutral/undecided standpoint in regards to it. Although it is likely that he would compromise his 
position as a TV host by stating otherwise, it is in this role of “neutral insider” that he serves to 
provide perspective, whereas the other subjects provide examples. 
  
Further aspects of this position become apparent when considering some notable visual framing 
choices. At the beginning of the film the postal worker, Johannes, explains the method of 
hunting while presenting some traditional hunting tools to the documentary makers. Meanwhile 
the camera zooms in on his Mjölnir-necklace, perhaps accentuating an apparent bond with a 
distant Viking past as something of importance in this matter. Whether it implies “remnants of a 
barbaric past” still evident in practice such as the Grind is uncertain, but it is undeniably a 
plausible interpretation seen in the context of this documentary. Another of the subjects 
continuously has the lower part of his legs filmed. He is wearing short pants even though the 
weather is consistently grey and rainy, and this is deemed relevant by the filmmakers – perhaps 
indicating a perceived ruggedness. As they enter this subject‟s house he shows them two busts 
of his Icelandic ancestors: his grandfather, Pjetur, and grandmother, Svanhvít - meaning “white 
bird”. Immediately following this a white bird (seagull) is filmed outside the window. This seems 
to subtly emphasize the point of nature and tradition (family ancestry in this case) as being 
intertwined. 
  
By the end of the film, after gathering for the conclusive whale meat dinner, the documentarists 
evaluate in the car as they drive on, and this is when they refer to the above mentioned poetry 
reading. They reveal that the poem is written from a pilot whale‟s perspective and then the 
reading sequence is featured: they are outside in the wind and rain, and one documentarist is 
briefly seen in front of the lens as he is adjusting audio equipment for their former dinner host, 
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who is holding a poetry book and an umbrella. This creates a slight sense of something out of 
the reflexive mode, as it openly shows that the situation is staged and how the presence of a 
camera crew increases the potential for awkward situations - thus altering reality. Yet one could 
get the sense that the filmmakers are also using the awkwardness to advance their viewpoint – 
especially when considering the already somewhat bizarre nature of the situation: a hunter has 
just devoured his prey, and now he is reading a poem from its perspective, emphasizing the 
brutality of the hunt. While reading some pieces of paper has blown out of the subject‟s book 
without him noticing. After finishing the poem the wind gets a hold of his umbrella, and he 
remarks insecurely: “Maybe there was a problem with the umbrella.” (48:08-48:11) Apparently 
doubting his performance it seems he  wants to redo the recording, but his wish is left unfulfilled 
(at least with regards to the final editing) and then the silent (!) credits roll, leaving the audience 
to ponder about these last words and any self-revealing double meaning they might hold. In 
other words, reflexive mode elements in this film are surely not employed to the advantage of its 
social actors. Finally, after the credits, the camera points toward the sky where terns are flying 
about as if trying to shoo away the filmmakers. One of them is laughing and joking, “Wow! This 
is real Hitchcock!” (translated subtitle, 48:42-48:44), referring to his horror movie Birds, and 
once and for all cementing this documentary‟s air of bizarre ambiguity. 
Culture and Tradition 
„Tradition‟ and „culture‟11 are words often used in this documentary. To investigate this, one can 
look at the choices that the producer makes in terms of the chosen interviews, the overall 
composition, and focus. In the first minute of the documentary, the viewer is presented to a 
considerably neutral Finnur Koba, who presents the situation: 
  
“Well this is an old tradition, and as you know there is some conflict today because there 
are people from outside, from the mainland who don‟t like what we‟re doing here. So it‟s 
like culture, tradition, and modern way of thinking which crash. And that‟s interesting I 
think.” (Finnur Koba: 00:12-00:52) 
  
Following Nichols‟ arguments on observational modes, the meaning behind introducing culture, 
tradition, and modernity should to be noted. Looking towards arguments mentioned by 
                                               
11
 Culture in this documentary is often used in combination with the term tradition, and we therefore understand it to 
be a particular way of life for a people, a period, a group or humanity in general, including also practices within this 
way of life (the whale hunt, in this case). Therefore when referring to culture in this section, this is the definition we 
refer to. 
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interviewees in the documentary against the pilot whaling in the Faroe Islands, accusations of 
barbarism and uncivilised acts appear to worry the interviewees. Following this thought, there 
are two possibilities for this choice. Either the makers of the documentary wish to guide the 
viewer to understand the purpose of the documentary, or they rely on the already existing 
representation of the Faroese as being barbaric and uncivilised in order to suggest relevance for 
the documentary. Finnur Koba explains only minutes later that he does not himself kill animals 
and carefully suggests that he is not a “traditional Faroe Islander” but is instead “a bit more 
modern”. Thus, the viewer is quickly made aware of the debate both within the country and 
outside of it. 
  
Culture and tradition crashing with modernity, as the journalist explains, is also a poignant way 
to quickly establish the documentaries primary focus. What is also interesting is how this „crash‟, 
as we will see from the interviews analysed, is represented as an internal struggle, that is 
brought on by external factors. This will be drawn on further in the discussion.This analysis will 
therefore specifically focus on the choices of interviews, on Faroese presenting hunting 
weapons, and graphic segments showing the whale hunt itself. 
Hunter Narrative 
The hunter narrative is established using tradition and culture as a form of reasoning and 
justification. Hunting as an act in itself is not explicitly discussed, but it appears to be the implicit 
focal point of every interview and observation carried out in order to explain the whale hunt. 
  
Interviews 
The structure of the documentary usually relies on interviews, either made in participatory or 
observational modes with the interviewer being either a silent observer or participating in the 
dialogue. What is interesting to consider is the choice of people for interview. The interviews 
usually follow what would be considered modern people from a western context. Although they 
are not explicitly introduced, the interviews vary between among others, a journalist, a man who 
is connected to the church in some way, a man who owns weaponry, a meat delivery man, a 
family father and a man who wishes to cook them whale meat. All of these people are 
interviewed in their modern houses, engaging in modern activities. As mentioned before, the 
theme and reason for the documentary is the whale hunt, and thus the hunter narrative is 
established through the themes of the interviews talking about the whale hunt. Culture, tradition, 
being close to nature and being modern are themes included in the interviews. 
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Midway through the documentary, the man connected to the church and another Faroe Islander 
is interviewed about the debate on the whale killing. In the interview, unnamed Faroe Islander 
explains: 
  
“I think it has been maybe a misunderstanding that people here in the Faroe Islands they 
kill just for fun. But it is not just for fun. It is absolutely not just for fun. We in the Faroe 
Islands we love pets, we have dogs we have cats, we take very good care of animals 
and the way also we are killing the whales is as good as it can be.”(Unnamed man: 
20:10-20:44) 
  
The inclusion of this by the documentary makers highlights the discourse of killing whales as 
barbaric, and his feelings about this. What the unnamed man draws on is how the Faroese are 
in touch with nature through modern means, like having cats and dogs as pets. Yet they feel 
stuck within a discourse that presents the Faroe Islanders as a barbaric people who do not care 
for animals, and this is for this man problematic and untrue. 
  
Another example of this can be seen in an interview made with a family father in the 
documentary. The interview starts with a man in modern clothes holding a crow: 
  
“I live here now, in Torshavn, we are at the capital of the Faroe Islands, Torshavn, which 
is a little bit more, a typical city with all the things that a city has, but we try to keep in 
touch with nature with different things we have here. [...] as you know, nature is a close 
part to us, and sooner or later the kids have to realize where food comes from so in that 
case i took my daughter to grind (the pilot whale hunt)” (Father: 21:31-22:43) 
  
The way this man represents his home, Tórshavn, as a “typical city which has all the things a 
city has” suggests a level of uncertainty: he is unsure whether or not the viewers, or the 
filmmakers, will be aware of this, and wants to reassure them that the Faroe Islands are indeed 
modern and developed. However he then focuses on how, in spite of this, they are still in touch 
with nature, as though living in a modern city is not aligned with this. Again, a struggle is 
presented between the two concepts. Nature is shown to have a high status in relation to 
Faroese culture, and it is important to the man that his daughter knows where food comes from, 
yet he also feels it is important to state that they do live a modern life. 
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Following is a clip of a man casually boiling a crayfish alive while telling a story about how a 
whale (orca) chased them in a boat: 
  
“When I was 14 years old I was fishing right out here, my brother and my cousin, and.…then 
appeared a big orca whale. And we of course became very scared. And then he started to 
approach us, and he came closer and closer. And…we started the engine and started to sail 
towards Torshavn…and we were very scared […] The name of the orca, it means in English, 
„killer whale‟…why is it called a killer whale? Because it eats other whales…it eats other whales 
alive [as he says this, the boiled and cooled crayfish is bitten, its claws are still moving. The 
camera focuses again on the crayfish]. You have about 80% of the orcas eat fish and 20% are 
meat eaters. It is the 20 percent you don‟t want to meet when you are diving and fishing in a 
small boat” (Storyteller: 29:26 – 31:26) 
  
Although it is ambiguous why this is included, one interpretation is that it seems to feed into the 
existing representation of the Faroese as unconcerned with the suffering of animals. It also is an 
interesting time to focus on the crayfish, while the man is discussing a killer whale who “eats 
other whales alive”. As a viewer, one cannot help but feel a level of irony from this statement. 
But perhaps, as he says, his lack of connection between meat and fish suggests a cultural 
relationship to certain animals as stronger than others. 
  
Another aspect to note in the choices of interviews is that there are no women included. Women 
are present in the documentary, but only as background characters. The documentary does not 
include women talking, presenting their views on the whale hunt, or their role with nature, 
tradition or culture. It should be considered whether or not the inclusion of women would break 
with the intended hunter narrative (“man as hunter, woman as gatherer”) in the documentary, 
and whether this is the reason they are excluded. This is also strange because when we are 
briefly shown the Grind in random shots, women and children are involved in this activity. 
  
Imagery and Composition 
In general the documentary switches between arguments made by the Faroese, followed by 
montages of whale killing, the whale meat being cooked for their final meal, and then switching 
again to Faroese. The Faroese are portrayed through introductions to their customs and houses 
as being modern, „civilised‟, yet committing „uncivilised acts‟ through the montages. Whether 
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these acts are defended or condemned by the filmmakers is ambiguous throughout. The 
cameraman does however seem to have a gory fascination with blood, continuously zooming in 
on it. This is particularly evident when the man is cooking the whale (which, as he explains, 
releases a lot of blood so needs to be soaked and boiled prior to cooking), but also in other 
scenes when they are discussing old paintings depicting the whale hunt. 
  
The hunt in itself, when shown, involves classical music: music which is often considered 
cultivated and refined. It is also one of the few times that music is played. Although one may 
doubt the taste in playing classical music with such graphic scenes, it is interesting to consider 
that the producer chooses not to play music invoking a feeling of sympathy, cruelty, or sadness. 
Therefore it appears as though the documentary does not directly condemn these actions. The 
clip following the first introduction to the weapons used presents the journalist arguing: 
  
“Of course it looks brutal, but if you slaughter pigs in the sea it also would as brutal as it 
is. That is what happens when you kill animals in the sea. The water is coloured by the 
blood.” (Finnur Koba: 04:28-04:49) 
  
Including this explanation after an introduction to the weapons, which is shortly after one of the 
graphic montages showing the killing, gives the impression that the producer of the 
documentary puts effort into explaining, rather than condemning, the whale hunt. It could be 
argued, by including explanations of cultural heritage, tradition, and being close to nature, the 
documentary shows how this hunt is related to these things, not violent tendencies or brutality. 
  
Presenting weapons 
Considerable time is spent on presenting whale hunting weapons, with two different scenes 
dedicated to this. One includes a man with his dog presenting old whaling weapons in his 
house, and the other, a man presenting a new whaling weapon he has designed. 
During the presentation of the old weapons, the scenario is presented as modern and casual. 
The man is wearing modern clothes, and speaking English. Wearing modern clothes, speaking 
English, and accompanied by a dog, all speaks back to the previously mentioned clash of 
modernity, yet being in touch with nature and catching one‟s own food. The man also seems a 
little reluctant to have the interview. There is an air of unease as the documentary makers go up 
to the house, as though they may be refused entry, suggesting a level of controversy in viewing 
and discussing these weapons. 
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The second introduction includes a man who shows a new weapon he claims to have designed 
that quickly kills the pilot whale. He is wearing a boiler suit, and explains everything in English. 
Besides introducing the weapon, he explains it is hand-made origins and the industry of 
mønustingari. This introduction follows the same notions as the first presentation of the 
weapons. Modern men, wearing modern clothes, speaking what could be called the language of 
global modernity (English), casually talking about a topic considered by many to be unethical. 
Several things are interesting to note in regards to the hunter narrative. The documentary 
chooses not to focus on a presentation of modern hunting weapons (such as guns), but rather 
historical and locally produced weapons. This establishes and continues a hunter narrative of 
tradition- but also interestingly a tradition that has evolved and modernised in order to kill the 
whale in the quickest way possible. 
  
It can therefore be understood that Red Waters establishes a hunter narrative with focus on 
tradition, but the premises for this tradition are ambiguous. In presenting interviews where the 
reporters‟ presence is often visible, the documentary creates an equality and informality which 
connects the filmmakers as participants rather than observers. This emphasizes the modernity 
of the people included in the documentary. The mixture between modern and traditional creates 
a, sometimes conflicting, hunter narrative where the whale hunt is portrayed as part of a culture 
of a people in touch with nature but also in touch with modernity and industrial life. Although the 
reporter does not attempt to excuse the whale hunt, or to reduce the graphic nature of killing 
animals, the documentary attempts to explain this by terms of tradition and culture. The 
documentary leans on the discourse of nature and tradition in order to explain the reasoning 
behind the whale hunt, and builds on the idea of the Faroese as modern men doing traditional 
hunting activities. 
The Violence in the Representations 
As mentioned earlier there are two layers of representation at play in each film: the films‟ 
participants give meaning to their practice simply in performing it, and the filmmakers give 
meaning to this in their way of portraying it. So when talking about violence of representation in 
this case it also concerns the imbalance between these two layers, so to speak, and the ways in 
which the filmmakers ultimately make their image the dominant one. One way to get an idea of 
this is to consider why the documentaries were even made in the first place. Red Waters was 
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assumedly made because of - and as a part of – the controversy surrounding pilot whaling the 
Faroe Islands, which means that the Faroese are put in a defence position right from the 
beginning of the film. Arctic: Life in the Deep Freeze, on the other hand, comes from a long line 
of documentaries made out of a general interest perspective. This interest is seemingly in 
otherness, but does not have anything to do with the people portrayed as individuals. It is about 
a group of people acting as representatives of an established idea, and in this case, the idea of 
the indigenous.  
Deliberate Strategy of the Documentaries? 
When viewing the documentaries‟ representation on whaling, it is easy to perceive the people 
involved in them, whether they are Inuit or Faroese, as genuine. They could indeed be, but the 
respective producers, Aleksey Shabarov and Nicolas Brown, play a crucial role in the 
documentaries‟ representations of the whaling practices. They filter the documentaries, navigate 
through their own representations of whaling, and edit unwanted parts out. Even though both 
documentaries seem to be filmed in distinctively different ways, and even though Red Waters 
seems to be informally filmed, they are both deliberately edited to represent whaling and the 
people involved in a certain way. The practice of whaling is given meaning through the people 
filmed and what they do or discuss, but ultimately it is the producer who decides which of these 
„meanings‟ make the final cut. This deliberate strategy of the documentaries and the style that 
has been chosen therefore means that ultimately, the agency is removed from the subjects 
involved. This also means that the representation of the Faroese and Arctic whaling becomes 
subject to the producers‟ own cultural maps. They have to work from the audience‟s perspective 
when filming the Faroese or Arctic whale hunters, because otherwise it will not connect with the 
audience or their understanding. The producers therefore have a deliberate strategy in their aim 
to provide material that the viewer can relate to. 
  
In order to represent whaling and whalers to connect to the target audience (who most likely are 
not the Inuit or the Faroese themselves), they calibrate the representation of whaling. However, 
there is some difference between the documentaries in how they present the people involved as 
active or passive. In Red Waters, the interviewed Faroese are given some opportunity to 
provide their own opinion on whaling, and large parts of the documentary are centred around 
these interviews. For example, by including the section where a man tells the story about an 
orca whale that chased him and his friends in a boat, there is an opportunity for the 
documentary  to represent a break with the representation of the whale as a „super whale‟. By 
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including a story that presents whales as dangerous, the man is allowed to give an alternate 
view to the idea that whales are a gentle species that need protecting. However, it is interesting 
that he says this about orca whales, as it is pilot whales that are killed in the Grind. This, then, 
could in fact represent another example of all whales species and their traits being classified as 
equal and the same (only this time, not peaceful anthropomorphised communal animals, but 
dangerous killers). 
 
Nevertheless, this scene is ambiguous. The documentary, whether intentionally or 
unintentionally, uses the focus of the camera to hint that the Faroese are ignorant to the 
suffering of animals, focusing predominantly on the crayfish, boiled alive. This detracts 
somewhat from the man‟s story of his deadly encounter with a killer whale. Additionally, another 
example of this ambiguity by the documentary makers occurs when the two reporters discuss 
how the Faroese are labelled as „the last barbarians of Europe‟. Their casual talk seems 
arbitrary, but when looking up the supposed label of the „last barbarians of Europe‟, mostly the 
documentary Red Waters itself, appears to mention it. It is difficult to say what the intention of 
including this dialogue is, however it raises the question of how the producers felt about the 
Faroese prior to making the documentary. Did they expect to meet a more violent group of 
people, and are now trying to rationalise this mentality? Or are they including it to defend the 
Faroese, using arguments they have created?   
  
Regarding Life in the Deep Freeze, the producer presents the whale hunt as a traditional and 
intuitive practice. This act then leads into the representation of the Inuit. The way in which the 
Inuit is represented fits with the stereotypical visual representation of the „noble savage‟, and 
seems to be a tool for navigating through the representation of the whale hunt in a way that 
connects to the viewer and avoids stating the political aspect of whaling. The Inuit whale hunters 
are represented as part of the nature they live in, and their hunting practice merely an extension 
of this.  
 
Another point is the BBC producer‟s strategic choice in the representations of the Inuit. In 
representing them as passive survivors in a hostile environment, culturally devoid of luxuries of 
the developed world, Arctic: Life in the Deep Freeze follows a mode of observation that strikes a 
foreboding resemblance to the history of the treatment of the Inuit. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter on the history of the Inuit, ethnographic exhibitions were part of this treatment and 
excoticising of the other. By representing the Inuit whalers in a way that they are introduced with 
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a dominant narrator-voice, only shown speaking their native language, and emphasising the 
traditional and necessity in hunting whales, they are represented with the same strange 
admiration that Inuit were subject to in exhibitions 200 years ago. Their „undeveloped‟ whaling 
practices are seen by „developed‟ viewers.  
  
The deliberate strategies in the two documentaries can be understood as an attempt by the 
producers to connect to the larger audience by working in accordance to the general 
representations on whaling. In order for the documentaries to be successful and provide 
income, they have to navigate within the politically volatile subject of whaling. However, the 
problem which occurs in this representation on whaling is that they support the representational 
violence regarding the Inuit whale hunters and the Faroese interviewees. They put them into 
stereotypical categories and remove their agency, and in doing so, reduce their individuality and 
humanity. Through this, it can be said that they reproduce colonial hierarchies. 
 
Civilised and Uncivilised? 
What has consistently come up as a point of interest within this paper is the notion of the 
civilised and the uncivilised. Because of the historical development of the perception of whaling, 
from something considered to be an important part of industry, to something that came to be 
understood as ecologically unsustainable, unethical and barbaric, many questions are raised in 
relation to the documentaries: Firstly, how do they represent the groups that hunt whales? What 
impression do we get about each group's feelings about these ideas? Why were the 
documentaries made in the first place? Which of these two concepts, if any, do they feed into?  
 
The civilised and uncivilised discussion is also a point of interest because it displays an 
interesting example of a social dichotomy. As with many commonly held beliefs about how 
people „should‟ be (gender, sexuality, ethnicity) people are often placed into the camp of „one‟ or 
the „other‟. Anything that sits in the „in between‟ can cause conflict and confusion. This is 
however a difficult point of discussion because the category of „civilised‟ and „uncivilised‟ is 
historically bound and can be conflicting. Previously, killing whales could be seen as a civilised 
practice - it was an industrial way to gain wealth and part of what defined development. Yet now 
it is seen as uncivilised, and interestingly, only (potentially) acceptable when it is done in a non-
industrial manner.  
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In relation to the RT documentary, a further question is therefore raised: why make an 
ambiguous documentary about the Faroese whale hunt that neither approves nor disapproves 
of their actions? What is the point of interest? 
 
From our analysis, it appears that this documentary is interesting because it is showing a group 
that is difficult to categorize - are they civilised, uncivilised, or are they civilised people, doing 
uncivilised things? Indeed, the people within the documentaries also appear to have an internal 
conflict about how they feel themselves to be. They discuss this “crash” between modernity and 
tradition, they feel themselves to be modern yet they also want to defend their practices. For 
example when they introduce weapons, they explain the modern adaptations which have 
allowed them to streamline the killing. Yet, in spite of this being what could be perceived as a 
more effective (and less painful) way in which to kill the whales, it can also come across as 
uncivilised in its efficiency, since the industrialised killing of whales is now seen be unacceptable 
as it is no longer necessary. It could also be true that the Faroese are trying to show the whale 
hunt as something that is part of their everyday lives: like any other cultural practice, such as the 
meat used for Christmas dinner, or the traditional songs they sing at birthdays. However, 
perhaps due to the questions (which we do not hear) or due to the recurring defence of the act, 
it still comes back to the ethical whale hunting debate. 
 
This film does not necessarily place the Faroese in one group or the other, but through the 
choice of interviews and the way it is filmed it does still seem to feed back into the civilised and 
uncivilised dichotomy. The Faroese are shown defending their position, and living in a 
modernised society (“we are civilised”), the Grind and the blood of the whales is a massive 
focus point (“this is uncivilised”) and the audience are still left feeling conflicted as to what the 
Faroese are, who they feel themselves to be, and what exactly the purpose of the documentary 
is.  
 
The BBC documentary however, has little trouble showing the Inuit to be part of one side of the 
dichotomy. Taking its point of departure from the category of the indigenous group, the Inuit, it 
uses tradition and a supposed innate connection with nature and surrounding resources to 
defend an „uncivilised‟ practice of whale killing. It goes as far as to omit or ignore any other 
„civilising‟ representations that may clash with this. A reason for this could be to ensure the Inuit 
also take on the category of the „uncivilised‟, and therefore their practices and themselves fit 
together. The choice of „interviews‟ (or sentences extracted from the Inuit) all feed neatly back 
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into this idea. One could even ask why this is interesting at all: Why make a documentary that 
represents people fulfilling the role expected of them? The constant and almost hyperbolic focus 
on the back to basics, nature and hunting idea in the BBC documentary makes one wonder why 
this is such a popular narrative. 
 
In order to answer this, it seems relevant to briefly examine the potential audience the 
documentary is intended for. A BBC film, narrated in English with comparative references to 
modern life, suggests this documentary is made for the „civilised‟ modern world. The 
entertainment value therefore could lie in the fact that most people, the audience included, do 
not live like this: they do not hunt their own food or live in a „pristine wilderness‟. Therefore this 
film could be seen to provide a form of escapism - to get lost in a world so vastly different from 
the audience‟s own (that almost seems otherworldly, in fact). This can also be related to the 
historical „entertainment value‟ in indigenous groups as something out of the ordinary.  
 
There is little identity conflict and confusion shown in this documentary: it shows „uncivilised‟ 
people who still need to carry out „uncivilised‟ practices in order to survive. It seems like this is 
carried out in order to harmonize with the cultural maps of the audience, and would not work if, 
for instance, the documentary focused on the actual degree of urbanisation in Greenland - 
86,1% of Greenland‟s population actually lives in towns (as opposed to smaller settlements) as 
of January 2015 (Statistics Greenland 2015: 6). The way in which the BBC documentary is 
made could also relate to the Inuit‟s wishes to retain their indigenous status - indeed, from the 
UN definition it seems they have little choice if they want some agency as a group. It is within 
their interests to show that they still practice traditional hunting methods when killing whales, as 
it is this indigenous category that allows them to continue doing so. This is speculation however 
- the documentary does not discuss this directly, and we are not sure what the Inuit feel about 
this style of representation; however we assume the Inuit agreed to being filmed and perhaps 
they feel that this type of representation is necessary in order for them to continue whaling 
undisturbed by the IWC and outside world. 
 
Ultimately, it appears that it does not necessarily have to be the whale killing itself that causes 
controversy. What is controversial is when people do not fit neatly into the category that is 
provided for or expected of them, whether it be civilised or uncivilised. The Inuit fit into their 
category. The Faroese do not. And it is the RT documentary that is a product of this 
controversy. However, it is important to keep in mind that we are not from Russia and therefore 
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are not wholly sure what the general reaction to the pilot whale hunt was. We assume they were 
also affected by similar news stories and the debate from the rest of the world, hence the 
documentary, but the ambiguity does suggest that perhaps there was a slightly different 
reaction. This could also, on the other hand, be due to the fact that RT (as they say themselves) 
wish to offer an „alternative perspective‟ to (assumedly) other mainstream, western media. 
  
Invisible and the Implicit in the Documentaries 
We feel it necessary to address some of the implicit situations in the documentaries, as they too 
reveal some of the meaning giving to whaling through representation. One of these things is the 
issue with climate change. This is solely present in the BBC film, where it is mentioned in 
relation to the challenges the hunter‟s face when hunting narwhals and the way the ice is 
melting, faster than ever before. The narrator‟s voice in these scenes, ”the voice of God”, is also 
then the voice of nature, and the one that informs us about the new dangers the hunters must 
face. This is particularly interesting, as it is actually a western (white?) male voice and not an 
indigenous voice, in spite of that fact that they are the ones facing this issue in their daily lives. 
In not addressing „who‟ or „what‟ is responsible for the pollution causing climate change, it 
becomes an implicit subject that is avoided. It is there, but not explicitly, even if the audience 
know who is responsible. In that relation, the responsibility actually lies with the narrator and the 
film crew – the white westerners. Even though this could seem a little over-analytical, we feel 
that it reflects the problematic situation of the Global North inflicting damage on the Global 
South, discussed by Escobar and Nixon. The avoidance of responsibility when the executor of 
the pollution is not addressed in this scene could be seen as a deliberate move from the 
producers, as it would highlight the reality of the Global North dominating the Global South. The 
ice melting is also a sign of „slow violence‟, and when this issue is not raised by the Greenlandic 
people in this scene, but by a voice of the Global North, it becomes a reproduction of the Global 
South not being valid witnesses to this. 
 
In relation to this it is relevant to bring in Escobar‟s view on the creation of the third world and, 
more precisely in this case, the creation of pollution. We feel that this relates to the 
problematisation of poverty, where the people “outside” the problem formulate the problem with 
no regards to the people “inside” the problem. In this case, pollution is constructed in such a 
way that the people who are actually dangerously affected by this are not the ones addressing 
it. Instead it is the people with the resources to change this who problematize the issue, and 
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create it in such a way that they themselves are in charge of the solution. When talking about 
pollution in this sense, we are simply discussing the social construction of the concept of 
pollution, in opposition to the physical pollution. The result is that the audience is presented to 
this pollution in an international documentary, created by British people, where this issue is 
raised and problematised - not by the Inuit facing the consequences of this when hunting 
whales - but by the very people (from the Global North) who caused this problem in the first 
place.    
  
Looking at this project from an outside perspective, the project in itself is interesting to reflect 
upon, because why is it interesting to work with the representation of whaling? Our primary 
interest lay in the debate on the Faroese whale hunt and the arguments against it, reflecting a 
perception of the ‟civilized‟ having the right to overrule the „uncivilized‟ and their actions. But why 
is this uncivilized, primitive, barbaric and so on? Some of the answer to this seems to be that 
whales are perceived as gentle creatures with human traits, but also the fact that they are 
perceived as endangered and have become a symbol in the environmental debate. This is 
interesting as it highlights the overall hypocrisy in being able to work with these documentaries 
and their content, in this way. Certain types of whales are indeed endangered, but this was 
caused by the industrialization of whaling which was not performed by either the indigenous in 
the Arctic or the Faroese. The critique of this act, related to the whale hunt portrayed in both the 
BBC and RT documentary, can then be seen to be based in a different practice of whaling than 
the one they are actually performing. This is not to say that Faroese and indigenous whaling is 
the same, but none of the hunts we see in the films are on an industrial scale. Nevertheless the 
Faroese are exposed to the same ethically focused critique on a global scale, a critique that is a 
product of industrial whaling. 
 
Whaling in the Arctic has not recently been debated in the same way as whaling in the Faroe 
Islands, and the way whaling is performed has resulted in very different outcomes for the two 
regions. The Faroese used the tradition of the Grind to distance themselves from Denmark 
when forming a national identity, whereas we can assume the indigenes of the Arctic originally 
used whaling mostly for sustenance, since certain vitamins must be difficult to come by in 
colder, more remote areas of the globe (see Kuhnlein, 2003). However, since Greenland and 
other parts of the Arctic are part of a globalised world and can assumedly now get vitamins from 
other sources in most areas, it can be said that whaling now also serves a cultural purpose, and 
is continued in order to maintain an indigenous identity. In this case it is interesting how whaling 
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has accomplished different things depending on the context in which it is being used, which 
ultimately also helps us to explain why whaling in the Faroe Islands and the Arctic are different, 
even though they both appear to concern the issue of identity. In the context of the Arctic, 
whaling became a question of primitiveness in being indigenous and therefore gaining 
permission to conduct whaling in the traditional sense. For the Faroese whaling was a question 
of nationality and independence. We therefore see an acceptance of Inuit whaling in the BBC 
documentary, and ambivalence towards whaling in the RT documentary. The indigenous in the 
Arctic, in agreeing to being defined as indigenous, also in some sense, „agree‟ to being defined 
as uncivilised (or are forced into this categorisation, since defining themselves as indigenous is 
the only legitimate way for them to gain agency). This is not the case for the Faroese, however, 
who do not define themselves as indigenous and wish to be seen as „civilised‟, modern, western 
people. Yet the act of whaling collides with this self-identification, and they are criticised 
because of this. 
 
The Faroe Islands is a small nation whose first known settlers had much in common with 
Scandinavians, but due to the shift from Norwegian to Danish rule and their isolated location, 
they naturally developed their own distinct ways and customs over time. They were not, 
however, recognized as a distinct nation for a long period of time, and actual independence has 
yet to be established. Ascertaining their distinct national identity has entailed efforts to establish 
Faroese as the official language as well as an emphasis on, for instance, whaling traditions – a 
practice that unsurprisingly plays a role in the culture of a country made up of small isles in the 
midst of the North Atlantic. This practice however has sparked controversy in a Global North, 
which has ironically increasingly moved toward large scale industrialized meat production, while 
increasingly condemning whaling. Considering this and the two layers of representation in the 
documentaries, this suggests that the position the Faroe Islanders now find themselves in: they 
are members of a small numbered nation having recently found its feet, so to speak, being put 
on trial, in connection with the pilot whale controversy and documentaries such as Red Waters, 
for trying to maintain a unique identity. It is unsurprising that one would either want to defend 
one‟s traditions, or strike some kind of a balance when being „interrogated‟ on the matter. The 
foreign documentary crew, on the other hand, seem somewhat puzzled in regards to the hunt 
(otherwise they would not have made the film), and even though they give the interviewees a 
voice, the end result still has an air of condemnation. 
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The official Danish (and perhaps not only official) approach has been to stay in the background 
with regards to sovereignty matters in the Faroe Islands and Greenland (perhaps wishing to 
avoid the embarrassment of the colonist-label). However, it appears that other parts of the world 
do not feel the need to take such reservations. This may be in part be an explanation as to why 
the Danish Broadcasting Corporation (Danmarks Radio, DR) is not exactly booming with pilot 
whaling documentaries, while for instance a Russian state funded channel such as RT (among 
others) have openly done so without putting anything at stake. European and North American 
naval powers used to provide their home markets with whale products serving as both food and 
fuel. Here it was a massive and thriving industry for a good three centuries before petroleum 
took over in the 1900‟s. But whale products are no longer an important resource in the Global 
North, and this fact shines through as a kind of fatal irony when considering ways in which 
whaling and its remaining practitioners are now represented. 
 
A key argument against the pilot whale hunt has been that it is not done for sustainable 
purposes – that it is „unnecessary‟, which was exactly the argument employed by the anti-
whaling campaigner interviewed in the RT film. One could argue that hotdogs are also 
unnecessary, and an argument leaning on the critique of the ‟frozen food counter mentality‟ is 
strongly implied by some interviewees, alongside the importance of a bond with nature. Yet the 
Faroe Islanders are portrayed as having neither the wish nor the option to label themselves 
‟indigenous‟ or primitive, and thereby gain legitimacy for their practice. It is simply a matter of 
tradition and the right to self-determination for them, which leaves them in a kind of limbo 
between the contrasts continually employed in the film: blood and brutality (implying the 
„uncivilized‟) vs. church and family (implying the „civilized‟).  
 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we have set out to investigate how the practice of whaling is given meaning in two 
documentaries by examining the representation of the practice and its practitioners. What we 
can conclude from our incorporation of Stuart Hall‟s theory is that the producers of the 
documentaries have to represent whaling and whalers in a way that connects with the cultural 
maps of the audience so they can decode what the producers are encoding. They give meaning 
to the practice of whaling by reproducing colonial power relations while using modern whaling 
perceptions to legitimise the reproduction. 
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We argue that the documentaries draw on the dichotomy of being civilised or uncivilised. We 
conclude that the BBC documentary selectively excludes or includes certain elements in order 
to keep the Inuit safely in the category of the uncivilised, whereas the RT documentary utilises 
and perpetuates the ambiguity of the Faroese position (are they civilised or uncivilised?), 
perhaps to challenge to idea that the Faroese are „barbarians‟ or perhaps just because this is a 
point of interest in itself. This ambiguity also challenges the general understanding of these 
post-colonial terms and concepts, of civilised and uncivilised, maybe because the perceptions of 
these concepts are developing and changing. However it could be due to the fact that we as 
researchers do not share cultural maps with the Russians, and we are not wholly sure of the 
overall Russian reaction to the pilot whale hunt. 
 
In order to critically assess the representations of whaling, one has to understand the colonial 
heritage of the whalers and see this heritage in relation to the development of the general 
perception of whales and whaling. By including the European industrialisation of whaling from 
the 17th century up to the shift to the contemporary debate on ethics, it becomes apparent that 
contemporary representations stem from a historical paradox. Utilising the opportunity of using 
natural resources on an industrial scale has been part of the making of the developed world, 
and ultimately come to define it. Yet some countries that benefited from industrialised whaling, 
leading to the endangerment of several whale species, are now criticising cultures for 
conducting traditional non-industrial whaling practices. Neither documentary directly condemns 
whaling, but they do work within a certain framework that is still connected to the 
civilised/uncivilised dichotomy. In the BBC documentary, the concept of the Inuit being 
indigenous is utilised in order for it to be acceptable and justifiable for them to kill whales. In the 
RT documentary, we hear a constant defence from the Faroese people which suggests that, 
since they do not fit into the indigenous category, their whaling is not justified or excused.  
 
The Inuit are represented within a framework that makes them objects of strange distant 
admiration and colonial degradation, bearing a foreboding resemblance to the historical 
treatment of indigenous people and the way they were „exhibited‟ in the nineteenth century. The 
BBC documentary shows a traditional people, in a strange world, hunting whales to survive as a 
result of their uncivilised lifestyle, continuing the representational stereotype of the Inuit that has 
been perpetuated through time. This connection is inevitably problematic as it feeds into and 
reproduces colonial power relations. 
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Faroese colonial history also plays a part in the representation of whaling in the RT 
Documentary. The Faroese have a history of actively removing themselves from Danish 
influence, and using language and the pilot whale hunt as symbols of their national identity. The 
difference in agency in colonial history also structures the documentaries: the Faroese are 
interviewed while the Inuit are silent. 
  
The differences and similarities between the representations of whaling in the documentaries 
are distinguishable. The representation chosen in Arctic: Life in the Deep Freeze draws on 
whaling as being justified through the indigeneity of Inuit. The Faroese pilot whale hunt on the 
other hand is represented as a topic that the Faroese people wish to defend, (whilst also trying 
to break away from the accusations of barbarism), yet they are still represented as doing 
uncivilised things. What we conclude from these choices of representations is that they are 
representationally violent. However, this is also somewhat inevitable. The filmmakers are bound 
to certain dominant representations when choosing to make a documentary about whaling, and 
in these cases they reflect postcolonial power relations. This paper therefore hopes to provide 
an insight into these dominant representations and show the problems in perpetuating them, 
potentially opening the door to some form of change or step away from this in the future. 
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